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MDJD Sep 23 Pinned

"Coming out" as vaccine injured sounds much like coming out as gay in the 1980s. It took courage, and

damaged relationships, but in the end it was not worth living a lie. The power of so many people telling the

truth was that it disrupted false preconceptions most people had about the subject and in time made

those preconceptions disappear. As more vaccine-injured people have the courage to speak the truth

about their injuries the myth of the "safe and effective" vaccines may also wither. To borrow a phrase from

the 1980s, Silence=Death.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 23 Author

Great comment; pinned it.
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Sep 24

This is one reason I transcribe so many videos of jab injury testimony. Fortunately, sites such as

react19.org and a number of others are doing a great job to gather testimonies and provide

support for the jab-injured. There are now uncounted numbers of testimonies out there on the

Internet; unfortunately the censorship and shadow-banning remain ferocious.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

I need to talk to you about a post I'm working on (that I might want to include your list in).

It's about this person's list:

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/16ailcn/2_years_of_compiled_reddit_data

_on_vaccine_side/
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Sep 24 · edited Sep 24

Anytime. I can be contacted at transcriberb@swisscows.email

I do not know that person on reddit, but I am aware of his or her research via the JMG

dreamwidth forum, posted this week. It tooks to me like a genuine and important effort

to research and compile an archive of jab-injury reports and discussion (and it seems

this person also tried to help jab-injured people directly).

About my List of Transcriptions, if you have not already seen these:

*What's this all about?

https://transcriberb.dreamwidth.org/9102.html

*Q & A by with Transcriber B by Bill Rice Jr.

https://billricejr.substack.com/p/q-and-a-with-transcriber-b
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Mckeekitty Sep 25

You provide an unique viewpoint with your transcripts, Transcriber B.

The jab injured are of particular concern to me. Videos can be (and are) deleted. Transcripts

last...
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Gary Sep 24

Totalitarians rely upon people being afraid to speak up, to go against their propaganda. And if the

people think the propaganda is actual news as in today's left-wing ideologue corporate media

(who are also sold out to Big Pharma Ad money), then the gaslit people are not afraid to

condemn anyone who questions the narrative, even their friends and even when the evidence is

clear.

It's more important to speak up in times like these, otherwise you will find yourself sadly quoting

Martin Niemöller.
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JudyC Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

And a common denominator in both those time periods was, wait for it…..

FAUCI!
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MDJD Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

That's an excellent point! Fauci discouraged off-patent treatment to AIDS patients in the 1980s

and then advocated treating them with toxic patented AZT to maximize pharmaceutical profits.

He also used AIDS to increase his personal power and agency budget. RFK Jr pointed out Fauci

followed a similar script years later during COVID-19. It surprises me so many gay men venerate

Fauci for being "America's doctor" during Covid, completely forgetting that SILENCE=DEATH

was originally a protest against the government's and Fauci's horrific mishandling of the AIDS

crisis.
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JudyC Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Collective memory is short it seems! Plus that was 30-40 years ago and many of the

younger generation don’t remember. I do, because I had a gay business partner who died of

AIDS in the early 90’s (or perhaps more accurately, died of the treatment for it?)
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 23 Author

It really is.
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Goeff Sep 24

As I understand it, people do not die of AIDS, they die with it. Same idea with COVID;

people don't necessarily die of it, they die with it. Or as you and MDJD pointed out,

sometimes they died because of the boneheaded "treatment" and other factors, not

because of the pathogens that show up after a person is already weakened in some

manner.
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JudyC Sep 24

Exactly. That appears to be their business model!
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Goeff Sep 24

Correction. I should have written "HIV" instead od "AIDS."
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 23 Author

Great point
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Patti Sep 23

On the other hand, normalizing homosexuality and it becoming mainstream has encouraged

"progressivism" to the point that we accepted disgusting bathhouses as okay, where sex of all kinds,

with multiple partners all the time, gave the country AIDS. Then pride parades and now a whole

month to celebrate gay sex. We must now also accept scantily clad men in S&M outfits walking down

main street whipping each other in front of children as normal. It has "progressed" so far that we have

trans everything to the point that we are now forced to accept that men can give birth. Who'd have

thunk that 10 years ago? The next step is we must accept minor attracted persons (MAPs). In other

words, pedophilia will be be normalized. I said this would happen over a decade ago. It just takes time

to worm its way into our society and slowly the majority of people will get on board as they did with

gay rights which was then co-opted and perverted. Be careful what you wish for cause you just might

get it.
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Kate Sep 23

Patti:

please realize there are many wonderful gay people in long term committed

relationships who are horrified by the trend toward pedophilia.
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Michele Sep 23

YES! I have one in my family -not effeminate at all- and he deserve respect. Nice guy also! I

love him!
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Shaun Snapp Sep 27

That happens with lesbians, but not gay men. Gay men have nearly universally large

numbers of partners. Actually, most of the men you say are in committed relationships are

with one person, but they have sex with many other men. But you are right, many gay men

don't support pedophiles. However Patti's point is quite valid. Accepting gays has led to

basically Ru Paul's Freak Show, which was not the agreement. I am now anti-gay, because

of what gays have brought us. Now it seems the original anti-gay ideas had a lot of validity.
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Judith Sep 29

Heterosexual men have universally large numbers of partners also. They just happen

to be women. Other than their wives and girlfriends.

Accepting heterosexuals has basically let to strip joints and s and m clubs.

But it's heterosexual so I guess that's OK.

Well, in fact, it IS ok, because live and let live, but the hypocracy is astounding.
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Monterey Sep 26

Gays Against Groomers was started to put those voices forward and fight the insanity we

see right now.
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Doug Sep 23

I had a boss who was gay. I have a great deal of respect for him, and I like him a lot as a

person. It doesn't speak to the nature of desire and behavior however. Thankfully, we can

change desire and behaviors. Otherwise, who could overcome?
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MDJD Sep 23

What I was wishing for is that people tell the truth about their vaccine injuries. Sorry if you

disagree. And you mistake being gay for being "progressive." They are very different things,

although I can understand your confusion. The gay community has done itself a disservice by

allowing itself to be used by the "progressive" movement that has perverted and corrupted

everything it touched. Your anger is justified but just remember that the whole point of

"progressive" politics is to make people stop thinking and start hating. Don't let them win.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Very good response.
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Julie Pettiford Sep 28

Recently in Australia we have a lesbian group who wanted to use a specific LGNTIQ+ space

to have a private party and we’re denied because they weren’t “ inclusive “ - would be funny

if it weren’t so serious.
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Doug Sep 24

With full respect, I don't understand your point. It's not about the label progressive. There

are probably some things under the label progressive I agree with. It is about where lines are

drawn and truth and evidence.
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MDJD Sep 25

With respect in return, I also agree with some progressive ideas and strongly

supported them in the past. The problem with "progressivism" is tactical. It starts with

an appealing idea (racial equality, equal rights for women and gays, etc) then it

inevitably pushes it to a grotesque extreme. Racial equality eventually becomes anti-

white racism and violent riots, equality for women and gays inevitably becomes

"transitioning" children with drugs and surgery, "election integrity" becomes election

manipulation, "protecting free speech" becomes censorship, "protecting grandma"

means injecting children with experimental mRNA drugs, etc. So I agree with you that it

is about where lines are drawn, but the point of progressive politics is to inevitably

erase all such reasonable lines and boundaries. It has become the enemy of the noble

causes it pretends to support.
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Michele Sep 23

We all know regular homosexuals who live their life quietly without imposing dumb parades with

leather bound fatsies. Thing is thed had to create the Gays against grooming organisation.

Classic, the gay movement has been infiltrated by the satanic commies, and they it inside-out

like they do with every good movement. Those infiltrators never heard of Live-and-let-live.
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Kika Sep 23

I suspect that under all these restrictions, new world order, etc. is a severe case of what I call

"womb envy". Males pretending to be female as they 'explore their ..... whatevers'. Tech nerds

trying to create live babies in cubicles, trying to destroy Nature and all that is natural, efforts to

separate us from our bodies, feelings and intuition, merging us with machines, etc.

Under this obsessive desire for control lies great fear and hatred of all that is female and fully

alive.
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Doug Sep 23

Yeah, I think pandora's box has been opened, and it is disturbing to see that in some circles

attempts are being made to float the idea of pedophilia being normal.

The logic is the same: if being same-sex desire is immutable, any sexual desire, including same-

sex desire, is immutable.

But, that is clearly not the case. It is cruel to those suffering and has serious societal

consequences. The solution is to define the problem, solve the problem, like any other

problematic behavioral impulse that can relatively easily be overcome with consistent effort.

That is the compassionate way, not to mention the intelligent way.
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Leo Sep 23

Exactly. Hate the sin but love the sinner.
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Doug Sep 24

Yes, sin is missing the mark, which we all do, but we shouldn't whine about difficulties

in becoming solid bowmen. Also, we shouldn't think of ourselves as better than

anyone else. Define the problem, solve the problem, pray.
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Mouzer Sep 24

I have friends who are homosexual. One struggled in therapy back in the 60's to try to change.

The notion, especially back then, that someone "chose" that life ignores the actual physical,

emotional, and financial harm visited on them at the time and even to some extent today. After

nine years, his psychiatrist recommended he accept who he is, stop beating himself up, and get

on with living. Another left his study for the priesthood because the church taught against

homosexuality: he would not stay and lie about who he was.

To lay all the sex-based stuff we see today on one group ignores that it comes from both the

homosexual and heterosexual crowds for a variety of reasons. For some it's financial, others for

political, and for some from mental illness.
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Judith Sep 29

Normalizing homosexuality did not cause flamboyant behavior.

That is individual.

There are plenty of flamboyant heterosexuals. Good lord, just watch the Grammy's.

I am very careful about confusing the agenda (Black Lives Matter, LGBTQ, Trans,

GreenSustainability) that is created by the powers that be to keep us hating each other

with people who just want to live their lives whatever color, sexuality, culture, religion, non

religion, nationality they are.

You are right - rights have been co opted and perverted. For a reason.

Be careful of what THEY wish for.
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Doug Sep 24

John Campbell has a video on human trafficking and pedophilia:

According to the video, 12 million children are trafficked each year. Mostly it is for sexual

exploitation, but also for slavery/forced labor/sometimes in harsh and poisonous work

environments, and for organ harvesting. Sometimes the child progresses through each of these

stages. Many of these are pre-adolescent, even babies. The average number times raped per

child per year is 1,500. This is clearly a real life horror show.

Some people may not think that mores and culturalization foments behavior, but it does.

Increase the demand, and you will increase the supply. This should be a national news 24-7, all-

hands on deck, drop everything else until it is completely irradicated moment.

https://rumble.com/v3gbhz6-modern-slavery-with-neil-oliver.html
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Goeff Sep 24

You nailed it. Thanks.
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Rosemary B Writes Rosemary’s Substack Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

yes it did and does.

I did mention my musculoskeletal pain that began after the second pfizer shot, to an ortho doctor

here in No Va. A young new guy. I was surprised he did not blink an eye. Same with the NP guy I had to

see a week later for new pain. The NP told me they have seen many patients the past two years with

an inflammatory sort of arthritis.
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186no Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

"Inflammatory" being a very key word....
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Guido VANDEVEN Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Absolutely but nowadays it’s no longer called inflammation but inflation.
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Goeff Sep 24

Now even inflammation is inflated! ; )
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Freedomisnotfree Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

If he did not blink an eye, that means he is likely not trying to figure out the cause. Sorry to say.

If people know this, I am not saying you do, why do they still go to Drs? Just to complain?

If it were my pain, I would want answers , written answers and solutions.
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Rosemary B Writes Rosemary’s Substack Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

I have been to many doctors over the past two years.

None of them have given me any disrespect at all. If I did encounter that sort of treatment, I

would leave immediately and not pay.

Anyway, I have had a lot of tests done.

I went to the ortho doc because after spending two months packing and moving my father

and mothers belongings out of their fancy apartment I developed horrific SI joint pain, so

much so, I could not walk. I was offered a cortisone injection into the joint which I took

eagerly.
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Now that my father has passed away, I need to focus on my health. something I have had a

difficult time doing over the years. Being a caregiver to your parents is a blessing and a gift,

but they also become dependent on you
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Cousin Clem Writes Cousin’s Substack Sep 24

Well the pain meant the vaccine was working, so they said. Sheesh.
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Cousin Clem Writes Cousin’s Substack Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

What is stunning to me is that it all seems to be happening again as if the last three years were just a

dream. A "new and improved" vaccine, again untested, is being released by the same perpetrators

and purchased by the same gov't and we are told once more that we all need to take it or face covid

death. So the injuries will continue until profits dwindle....or not. All they need to do is change the

name to another virus such as RSV or flu and everyone lines right back up for more of the same

garbage in their veins.
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Annette Sep 26

And somehow it is hard to believe that people still line up and roll up their sleeves for this

untested poison. I honestly believe that there is something in this poison that totally brainwashes

the individual who receives it. Because why else would you continue to take it over and over

again. And then when they are diagnosed with some turbo cancer they can't believe it. I can't

believe there are so many brainwashed people out there and the fact that they want to inject this

into babies and the parents who allow it is horrific. Read the book Turtles all the way down. It's

very informative and eye-opening.
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Herb Sep 23 Pinned

This article like so much of what you write reminds me of the experience that Dr. Nicholas Gonzalez went

through with his non-toxic extraordinarily effective protocol for curing all types of cancers.

I was his patient for 25 years before he passed away having originally seen him when I had a bronchial

cancer that metastasized to the liver in 1989 that his protocol quickly cured.

All he ever wanted to do was to test his protocol against standard cancer treatment. He got his wish even

though it turned out to be a nightmare when the NIH funded a trial comparing his protocol to

chemotherapy around the year 2000.

Having been previously a journalist he wrote a 700 page book ‘What Went Wrong’ how big Pharma and

big academic medicine conspired to corrupt the trial to demonstrate that has therapy was not effective.

I was reminded in reading your story about a conversation I had with him one day when I asked him

whether any well-known people in politics, the media or Hollywood were his patients.

He indicated that quite a number were and yet not one of them was willing to go public because they were

afraid of being ridiculed and worse.

They were all so averse to publicity that Nick had to come into the office on Saturday to treat them so no

one would be in the building who could recognize them.

(He also told me about a long conversation he had with Steve Jobs after Jobs contracted pancreatic

cancer about his protocol. He realized as the conversation went on that Steve was convinced that he knew

as much about cancer and health as he did about computers and phones and so he decided to pass up on

being a Gonzalez patient. Had Steve decided to be a patient and been willing to tell the public the world

would be very different and much better these days.)

If even one or two of them had been willing to go public with their incredible success stories it might’ve

changed everything and the Gonzalez protocol would be an accepted if not preferred part of cancer

treatment.

The social pressure to conform, the fear of losing status, position and income are incredibly powerful

forces to enforce a status quo that brings such unnecessary harm and suffering to millions as you

eloquently describe.

Your writings and your work are so important that I can only hope that someone somewhere in a position

of power and influence will hear about them and act accordingly.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 23 Author

Thank you. A few people I know had very good experience's with Gonzalez's protocols, especially for

pancreatic cancer.
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erin Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Thank you for mentioning Gonzales. I lost track of him over the years and had believed his treatment

did not pan out (like Burzynski's). Glad to hear that it did.

When the govt began to assign funds to study "complementary medicine" for cancer, I had though it

was for real. Finally we'll know what works and what does not! Only took a few years of the nonsense

to realize it was just another scam to keep the mainstream paradigm going.
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Herb Sep 23

Gonzalez was able to get a trial from the NIH because the then Director of the alternative cancer

program had integrity and believed in Gonzalez. Not long after the trial started he left and the

person who replaced him was a typical main stream opponent of anything that was unorthodox

and could not be patented.

That’s when Columbia University and the feds ganged up to make sure that the trial was

essentially sabotaged. It broke Gonzalez’s heart and he passed away not long after a victim I’m

convinced of the heartless yet effective campaign to demonize him and his therapy.

While the therapy is still being offered today by a small number of courageous doctors it takes

someone with a lot of courage and or desperation to do the program Given the stigma against it.

One can’t overestimate the consequences of the campaign against the program in lives lost and

in the continuation of largely ineffective toxic and expensive therapies that dominate cancer

treatment
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 23 Author

Would you be open to writing this up in detail at some point with the references to support it

(as best as you can) so I could turn it into an article? I know the NIH also did the exact same

thing to Laetrile.
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Phar Percheron Writes Iodine for Horses Sep 24

https://thegonzalezprotocol.com/
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Phar Percheron Writes Iodine for Horses Sep 24

a number of years ago The New Yorker did a pretty comprehensive and

complimentary article about him, that was before the NYer went all NWO . I think they

have archived all of their articles online so you should be able to find it. let me know if

you can't I will revive my Cut Rate subscription just for that
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Herb talked with him in person so he will have extra details and can put

everything together; that's why I wanted him to do it.
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littleoldMDme Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

I was at a college football game tonight when one of my patients called me distraught that

her 48 year old healthy son in law died suddenly today while bicycling with his 5 year old

son. I asked and yes, he did get the new XBB Covid-19 booster this last week. Neither of us

said anything else but we both knew. I am deeply saddened and truthfully angry, but

grateful that I have already communicated my recommendation NOT to take any further

Covid-19 shots to my patients. It is because they are precious to me and I care more about

them than paying homage to my crippled profession.

Thank you for your words, MWMD!
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

So sorry to hear this. Thank you for posting here. Thank you for standing for the truth

and for your patients.
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Joseph Unger Writes Joseph’s Substack Sep 24

Big thanks for your courage!
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Michele Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Like Royal Rife and a foultitude of other people who created cures. No money in cures!
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erin Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

I know. Terrible, heartless. Can you describe what protocol he put you on? I remember he

used a lot of enzymes...
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Phar Percheron Writes Iodine for Horses Sep 24

https://thegonzalezprotocol.com/how-to-apply-to-meet-a-gonzalez-certified-doctor/
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Franklin O'Kanu Writes Unorthodoxy Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

"He indicated that quite a number were and yet not one of them was willing to go public because they

were afraid of being ridiculed and worse. "

-------

This is the power of a narrative. It becomes reality that very few are able to question against:

https://unorthodoxy.substack.com/p/the-power-of-narratives-and-how-they

Great topic by the way. Hopefully more and more continue to come out and speak on this.
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iya Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Yes, the books he published should be read by all. What Went Wrong is an indictment of the system,

the conclusion is a brilliantly written summary of everything wrong with it. He advised ethical doctors,

scientists & researchers to simply not bother, but run in the other direction.

He also I believe wrote the 2 volume case series as a direct response to the group of "skeptics" that

were harassing, ridiculing & potentially reporting his practice to authority. People still around today,

like Gorski. The first volume of the case series which was published posthumously, specifically

focused on breast cancer cases, the direct area of "expertise" of breast cancer surgeon David Gorski.

I was aware of the Steve Jobs story in relation to Gonzalez, but take careful note how Jobs use of

alternative treatments/"quackery" was used by the skeptics in order to further marginalize alternative

treatments.
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Michele Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Same old, same old.
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Goeff Sep 24

Sounded interesting and of value til I read that the protocol includes twice daily coffee enemeas.

Gimmee a break.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

That was the Gerson one.
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Goeff Sep 25

Either way, it still stinks. Blaaaa! : )
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Isabel Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Look at Eric Clapton. One of the greatest guitarists of all time. He was partially paralyzed, unable to play,

and sick for weeks from the shot. All he did was share what happened to him after the shot. He was

ostracized, demonized, discarded, laughed at and ignored. That should tell us all something,, even

skeptics, about the mouthpieces for big Pharma those on the political left have become.
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Mike Sweeney, Father to Dustin Writes My Journey with Team Dustin Sep 23

Just for fun, Eric Clapton at last weeks #Kennedy24 fundraiser - https://rumble.com/v3k79xv-eric-

clapton-kennedy24-fundraiser.html
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Rosemary B Writes Rosemary’s Substack Sep 23

this is the operation of the enemies of truth. It is pretty disgusting and disappointing
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Franklin O'Kanu Writes Unorthodoxy Sep 23

It's like we're in a satanic attack....

https://unorthodoxy.substack.com/p/are-we-under-satanic-attack#details
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Hannah W Sep 24 · edited Sep 24

Yes. The only logical explanation for an attack on all of humanity - including everything in

the environment that humans need in order to live and thrive - is that there is a hostile non-

human species that wants us dead.

Yesterday's demons are today's ETs.

And today's ETs are tomorrow's "interdimensional intelligences".
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Paul Sep 25

No other possibilities at all huh? Please - we don't need any further fear mongering.

There's too much of already for many to handle.
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Hannah W Sep 25

I'm willing to hear another logical explanation if you have one. (I don't find

"human greed" a logical answer because the path they have chosen is ultimately

self-destructive.) But it's not fear mongering to hunt for the driver of a threat to

our well-being. Denying that there's a threat, because we don't want to scare

people, will get us nowhere fast.

And if I'm correct about the driver, then the same place where I learned that offers

a way to fight back as well. It's actually an antidote to fear.
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Goeff Sep 24

Thanks for the reminder.
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Michele Sep 23

PharmStitutes.
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Freedomisnotfree Sep 23

I don't think he was shunned by any great numbers afterwards. Maybe a few paid talking heads but

the population did not and does not shun a person's pain and paralysis especially a star such as him.
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Isabel Sep 23

sadly, the bashing started as soon as he shared his story, and continues to this day. Here are

some headlines a quick search revealed:

Eric Clapton's Covid vaccine conspiracies mark a sad final act

Surprised Eric Clapton is a conspiracy theorist? Don’t be

What happened to Eric Clapton?

The guitar legend has long been inscrutable, but his covid turn has friends and fans puzzled like

never before.

Let's talk Eric Clapton: why does anyone like this guy?

So a lot has come out about Clapton being a piece of shit, and being vocally anti-vax. I get the

disappointment that comes when an artist you love turns out to be a garbage human being.

Eric Clapton’s Anti-Vaccine Diatribe Blames ‘Propaganda’ for ‘Disastrous’ Experience

There were dozens like this. And then this:

Eric Clapton Feared He ‘Would Never Play Again’ After COVID Shot, Slams Vaccine ‘Propaganda’

“Needless to say the reactions were disastrous, my hands and feet were either frozen, numb or

burning, and pretty much useless for two weeks, I feared I would never play again, (I suffer with

peripheral neuropathy and should never have gone near the needle.) But the propaganda said

the vaccine was safe for everyone.”
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Freedomisnotfree Sep 23 · edited Sep 23

I don't read or see any of that crap. And I do not watch TV because it is brainwashing

propaganda. So maybe that is why I did not see the brainwashing propaganda. I saw only

good caring mention for him. And I am no delusionist. Just a realist.

If everybody ignores and puts on their thinking caps, it will not be an issue.
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Isabel Sep 23

I read a funny comment that said something like “conspiracy theorists are nothing

more that those who find out the truth six months (or two years!) before the rest of

you.”
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Freedomisnotfree Sep 23

That is the truth!
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AJ Sep 23

Yea, me neither. However this is what most of the people I know are watching/listening

to...
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michael janket Sep 25

Interesting comments by the person that does not watch TV due to brainwashing

propaganda. When I see the lies from the talking heads, it actually galvanizes my

resolve to fight this propagandistic malarkey.
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Freedomisnotfree Sep 25

Interesting. My head explodes so I cannot afford any more any more explosions. I

research and investigate a lot of serious and complicated areas and it takes an

enormous amount of time. Not to mention the time to help educate and get the

word out. Not enough hours in the day. There is zero time for me left to listen to

Bull Sh ..it.

Besides it makes things confusing and slows down my progress of uncovering

things in real time.

It takes all kinds though to fight these evils. Different techniques are a good thing.

I think if we all do something, anything, continually, we can win and maintain our

freedom.

Blessings
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Clovis Sep 24

Blame does not, however, disappear entirely from Thucydides’ account. When the epidemic flared

again a year later in 430, the Athenians did not blame outsiders or victims but their own leader

Pericles and his stubborn continuance of the devastating war with the Spartans.

Does that sound familiar?

Clapton recorded a Bob Marley song, 'I Shot the Sheriff' (But I Swear it was in Self

Defence)

I liked the Clapton version better.

Marley died- tragically- from a cancer on his toe.

'He had to see two doctors before a biopsy was done, which confirmed acral lentiginous melanoma.

Unlike other melanomas, which usually appear on skin exposed to the sun, acral lentiginous

melanoma occurs in places that are easy to miss, such as the soles of the feet, or under toenails.

Although it is the most common melanoma in people with dark skin, it is not widely recognised and

was not mentioned in the most popular medical textbook of the time.[71]

Marley rejected his doctors' advice to have his toe amputated (which would have hindered his

performing career), citing his religious beliefs, and instead, the nail and nail bed were removed and a

skin graft was taken from his thigh to cover the area.[72][73] Despite his illness, he continued touring

and was in the process of scheduling a 1980 world tour.[74]

Everything's going to be alright.

One of the great spirits of humanity.

RIP Bob Marley.
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Chris Nicholas Writes An American View Newsletter Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

On the money .... as they say Doc. I got out of the Pharma biz in 1993. Too dirty. As a Hospital District

Manager and Then the Director of Government Sales for a J&J division I saw first hand where pharma was

headed. When the FDA authorized tv, radio and magazine marketing of Rx drugs, the nature of the beast

changed quickly. It was about profits before then but after the marketing approval it ramped up.

Big pharma discovered that most docs would prescribe a drug that a patient asked for unless they thought

it would harm the patient. Side effects were always down played (see OxyContin marketing).

Why will you do that doc? Because if I don’t, the patient will find a doctor that will. So, the docs caved just

as pharma knew they would.

Terrible to indict the entire industry however it is justified. Pfizer, Merck, BW and J&J leading by example.

LIKE (28) REPLY (6) SHARE

mzlizzi Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

“When the FDA authorized tv, radio and magazine marketing of Rx drugs,” I was horrified.
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Letsrock Sep 23 · edited Sep 23

I actually think it's quite ignorant and comical. If you listen to an entire commercial the side

effects are usually worse than whatever it is that you're trying to cure. Basically they're saying

"BUYER BEWARE". It's really common sense.
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mzlizzi Sep 23

True. Though I was horrified for doctors.
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Letsrock Sep 23

They need to grow a pair, speak up, stop being so greedy. I have no sympathy for the

ones involved.
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mzlizzi Sep 23

I’m talking about at the time. I would have hated to be a doctor with newly

advertised-to patients ordering off the menu before they even walked into my

office.
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Letsrock Sep 23

The problem is most Drs don't know how to talk to patients especially

educated or informed patients. I'm a very proactive patient and they don't

like that. Guess what? That's too dang bad. It's my body and I know more

about it than they do. Let them try to keep up w other modalities so they are

better informed. They don't have all the answers so they should stop

pretending they do.
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mzlizzi Sep 23

Oy. You’re as bad as a current doctor!
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Letsrock Sep 24

I'm not sure what that's supposed to mean? Actually I'm better

than most Drs. I research everything and had I not done my

homework I wouldn't be alive today. Those bastards would have

killed me many times over. All the major health issues I've had

have been iatrogenic.
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Cathleen Manny Sep 24

Mzlizzi: The meaning of your comment is not clear at all…can you

clarify please?
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Letsrock Sep 24

All patients should be well informed.
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Mark Much Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

And don't forget Eli Lilly!
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Rosemary B Writes Rosemary’s Substack Sep 23

just like on tv "Ask your doctor about . . . . "
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

I always really appreciate hearing stories from drug reps.
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Letsrock Sep 23

Except they don't/won't hand out narcotic pain meds to legitimate pain patients. After they callously

flooded the market w disastrous effects the states then sued large chain pharmacies (who are only

guilty of filling prescriptions) for millions or billions w the monetary awards going to STATES NOT

VICTIMS! WTF???
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Freedomisnotfree Sep 23

That is a ridiculous excuse. Let them then. If they have to go to 3 who say no first, they will get pretty

tired and you won't get sued for the bad/inappropriate prescription.
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John Linder Writes THE LINDER LETTER Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

This reminds me of Spencer Tracy movie regarding the Holocaust. It may have been Judgment at

Nuremberg. He approached an elderly German couple on the street and asked them, "Did you know?"

They started by saying no. After some questions about whether they noticed that people were

disappearing and the Jews were gone they broke down and admitted that they knew. But they couldn't

speak about it. They said that if they did it would come upon them. All of that and what we went through

came from the government. Only, of course, to keep us safe. That is how tyrannies are successful. Only to

keep us safe.
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Pauline C Sep 23

I've been learning about the context in Germany during Hitler's time, also about the Holocaust. All

started with an article about Anne Frank....

My understanding of history has been completely turned on its head in the space of a couple of

weeks of late night reading. The experience is quite bizarre, disorientating.

My outlook from here onward is forever changed (especially when the Holocaust is referenced.)
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Leo Sep 24

Yes it's quite a shock to learn so many things we grew up believing were lies.

It's sadly yet amusingly ironic that our generous host here is red pilled on the vax yet blue pilled

on the holocaust. Just like the doctors who are in too deep to admit they've been killing people,

he's in too deep to admit his tribe continue to perpetuate the greatest hoax of the 20th century

against the Christians who have been generously hosting them for so long.

Wake up, AMD, we're waiting for you! 

🙂
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Pauline C Sep 24

This steep learning curve has taken me aback. Strange yet understandable too how some

learning you're not inclined to shout from the rooftop :-)

Generally, I've a sense that AMD is a good/ethical individual. Such a rabbit hole requires

curiosity and time...I suspect he's also simply too busy and focused on his important work

here.
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Goeff Sep 24

Amen!
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Gary Sep 24

You should have been taught this in school, but they are too busy teaching more than 2

genders...
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Pauline C Sep 24

In my 40s so missed that!

But it does start - or rather is maintained/consolidated - at school curriculum level.
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186no Sep 23

It was "Judgement at Nuremberg" - watched it yesterday. Very powerful depiction of moral vacuity.

Most distressing part for me was the revelation that what the indictees are being punished for -

standing by when horrific criminality was being enacted which they knew all about - was very ironic

to say the least; the fact at the end which confirmed certain US states did not stop certain eugencist

policies until the late 1960's was shocking and very very sobering.
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Glenda Sep 23

Good reminder of another great movie - so prescient of today. Recently re-watched 12 Angry Men.

Another reminder of the high cost of the foibles of human nature. with regard to the pharmaceutical

industry: The Constant Gardener (2012 I think.)
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Cathleen Manny Sep 24

Fear is a powerful thing.
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shiyen Sep 23

There were no death camps in Germany, so your story is merely fiction.
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Pauline C Sep 24

I was referring to this 'context'...

https://www.bluemoonofshanghai.com/politics/9836/
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shiyen Sep 24

Pauline: Great link. Thank you.

I didn't know about anything!!! I just assumed that the NatSocs had pressurized gas in

tanks, and pumped it into the 'chambers' with varying pressure based on the ambient

temperature etc. And then they had a precise method to evacuate the gas from the room.

Nope. They just dropped pellets in, and then waited 'a bit'...

The lie is so very blatant that it's unbelievable!

And yeah, the louse-borne typhus is why they introduced ZyklonB in the first place. They

tried to save the lives of their charges, and were rewarded by becoming the most reviled

people in history.

No good deed goes unpunished...

ShiYen
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Pauline C Sep 24

I didn't know about the deadly louse-borne typhus epidemic.
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Letsrock Sep 23

And silent.
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Rosemary B Writes Rosemary’s Substack Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

I used to think or believe that I was a fairly moderate person, however now I feel that I am being an

extremist.

Discussing vaccine injury with doctors is always touch and go.

For myself, it destroyed my immune system. I am not sick a lot but my joints are a mess.

I am hoping to personally address this over the next few months. My dad went to Heaven in June (he was

99.5 but gosh I miss the heck out of him) and I just want (after ten years of caring exclusively for my

parents) to start taking better care of myself and my hubbs.

I also feel those weird heart things and have an appointment with Virginia Heart this week ahead.

As always, I greatly appreciate your brilliant searching and discovery and sharing in a very honest and

understandable approach.

As an aside, I love reading the studies and information from Geert Vanden Bossche but he is waaaay over

my simple nursing degree obtained long ago. HAHA He could greatly use an "interpreter" with some of his

exemplary calculations and findings. LOL. just kind of kidding there
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Rick (from Texas) Writes What Could Go Wrong? Sep 23

Geert is teaching a course starting next Wednesday. His writings are difficult to follow at times (for

me), but his verbal explanations/teachings have been way easier to follow (again, for me)

Should be a great course, 12 weeks, one 90 minute session per week

https://ipak-edu.org/registration/?store-page=The-Immune-Biology-of-Natural-and-Immune-

Escape-Pandemics-Epidemics-%E2%80%8B-p574980017
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Glenda Sep 23

Thanks for that info.
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Freedomisnotfree Sep 23

Dr. Yeadon is good and to the point although he has as much depth of knowledge as the Vet. Geert.

Remember, if I am not mistaken, Geert is a Veterinarian by degree.

Also Dr. Peter McCullough, most published Cardiologist in North America. Excellent for cardiac.
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Leo Sep 24

Where's Sucharit Bakhdi nowadays? He was always one of the best teachers. I was red pilled

really early in 2020 and back then I only remember him and Mike Yeadon speaking out about it.
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Mark Writes Mark’s Newsletter Sep 24

Dr Bakhdi also saved me from the jab. He was put on trial for antisemitic remarks (he had

criticized the Israeli government for allowing Pfizer to experiment on its citizens).

Fortunately he was acquitted by the German courts not that long ago. I assume he is resting

now and keeping a low profile.
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Leo Sep 24

He said he was fed up with Germany and going back to Thailand. Did he?
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Freedomisnotfree Sep 25

Yes, I agree. He explains things so simply ( when they are not at all ) and not

condescendingly, but warmly. Two amazing people.

Best
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Pauline C Sep 23

Dr Kevin McCairn is also very good. His recent stream with Christie and Yohanna is a favourite.

Educational gem. Serious, deeply unsettling times we live in.
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Freedomisnotfree Sep 23 · edited Sep 23

Interesting. Crazy long intro .... The take home for me was the HERV - Human Endogenous

Retroviruses.

Well well, so now it sounds like they are starting to find/admit that the " viruses " ( not

viruses then ) are endogenous. So pushing out the virus germ theory. This in the big picture,

if true ( a lot of virologists are going to start screaming because - how are they going to

make grant money if they can't scare people into thinking they are contagious ) means we

have everthing with us and when we stress our bodies in various ways without the nutrients

we are supposed to have every day, that gets us into trouble/sick. I made some leaps here

but not any that haven't been made before.
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pimaCanyon Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

incredibly infuriating that doctors just dismiss symptoms or claim that the drug or vaccine "does not do

that". I believe you recommended The Statin Damage Crisis by Dr. Graveline. It was maddening to read of

him telling his cardiac doctor about the symptoms he was having and his standard reply was "Statins don't

do that." Aaarrgghh! And now it's orders of magnitude worse with the injuries from the covid experimental

injections. Not only do you have doctors saying, "Vaccines don't do that", but you have to deal with the

possibility of losing friendships, of being excommunicated from your tribe. What a horrible horrible mess...

:-(
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Charlotte Ruse Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

You got to wonder how many other millions of victims are dead or sufferered irreparable damage after

injecting the experimental mRNA gene therapy jab:

"An Ohio mother is speaking out about her 12-year-old daughter suffering extreme reactions and nearly

dying after "volunteering" for the Pfizer coronavirus vaccine trial.

Stephanie De Garay told "Tucker Carlson Tonight" Thursday that after reaching out to multiple physicians

they claimed her daughter, Maddie De Garay, couldn’t have become gravely ill from the vaccine.

"The only diagnosis we've gotten for her is that it's conversion disorder or functional neurologic symptom

disorder, and they are blaming it on anxiety," De Garay told Tucker Carlson. "Ironically, she did not have

anxiety before the vaccine.

The Ohio mother added her daughter experienced additional symptoms that included gastroparesis,

nausea, vomiting, erratic blood pressure, heart rate, and memory loss.

'She still cannot digest food. She has a…tube to get her nutrition, She also couldn't walk at one point, then

she could…I don't understand why and [physicians] are not looking into why...now she's back in a

wheelchair and she can't hold her neck up. Her neck pulls back.'

The response with the person that's leading the vaccine trial has been atrocious, she said. 'We wanted to

know what symptoms were reported and we couldn't even get an answer on that. It was just that ‘we

report to Pfizer and they report to the FDA.’ That's all we got."

https://www.foxnews.com/media/ohio-woman-daughter-covid-vaccine-reaction-

wheelchair#amp_tf=From%20%251%24s&aoh=16954997337466&referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.go

ogle.com&ampshare=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.foxnews.com%2Fmedia%2Fohio-woman-daughter-covid-

vaccine-reaction-wheelchair
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Rosemary B Writes Rosemary’s Substack Sep 23

this is heart crushingly horrible.

I feel very sad for this family
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Charlotte Ruse Sep 23

Yep, it's heartbreaking.
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John Linder Writes THE LINDER LETTER Sep 23

Didn't the Pharma company Maddy volunteered for remove her from the test under the stated reason

that she opted out and didn't finish the test, rather than including her damage in the test data?
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Sep 24 · edited Sep 24

Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

This is what Stephanie de Garay testified about that:

US Senator Ron Johnson Holds Expert Panel On Federal Vaccine Mandates - Nov 2 2021

Posted February 6, 2022

https://rumble.com/vu8wa4-us-senator-ron-johnson-holds-expert-panel-on-federal-vaccine-

mandates.html

TRANSCRIBER'S NOTE: Stephanie de Garay's daughter Maddie, in a wheelchair and with a

feeding tube taped to her nose, sits next to her mother as she testifies.

TRANSCRIPT

1:59:06

STEPHANIE DE GARAY: Hi, my name is Stephanie de Garay and this is my daughter Maddie.

When she was 12 years old she participated in the Pfizer covid vaccine trial for 12 - 15 year olds

at Cincinnati Children's Hospital. This is the first trial any of my kids have ever been in. I never

had considered ever putting them in a trial before, but this seemed like, you know, when they
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asked if they could be in it, it seemed like a win-win, you know?

So it's been over 9 months since she got her second dose. She can't walk. She's in a wheelchair.

She has an NG tube for all of her nutrition. She has constant pain in her stomach, back, and neck.

She was over there laying on chairs because she can't make it through this. She can't feel her

legs. And that's just the tip of the iceberg.

When she got her first dose, her reaction was typical. She had fever, body aches, and fatigue,

and it went away in a couple days.

When she got her second dose she had immediate pain where she had gotten the injection, and

the first thing she told me when she, because her dad took her, was, that didn't happen, that hurt

way more than the first time. Like, enough to point it out.

In less than 12 hours she developed severe abdominal pain, horrible nausea, painful electric

shocks on her spine and neck. Her hands were ice cold when you touched them. She had— and

on her feet. Pain all over her body. Her vaccine arm went numb. And I'm finding more and more

stuff is, I, I, you forget stuff because so much has happened to her. Like, as I read through the

things, I I keep redocumenting everything.

She had chest pain, severe chest pain. The way she described it, it felt like it was being, her heart

was being pulled out of her neck. Tachycardia that was actually seen on an EKG. And she was

extremely dizzy so she felt like she couldn't stand up.

So those were her reactions.

I just want to walk though, give you everybody a better idea of what happens in a trial because I

did not know. My kids had never been in a trial before, so I went in trusting the drug companies,

the FDA, CDC, the hospital where the trial was held, Cincinnati Children's, a very reputable

hospital.

So when you enter the trial, everybody uses a trial app. And there are slides and they'll be

available later so that you can see more detail. It's called Trial [inaudible] and they log the

reactions for 7 days after each dose, that's it.

The app only allows you to record solicited adverse events like fever, redness, injection site pain,

swelling, headache, vomiting, and other typical, expected reactions. That is it. And you do, say,

mild, moderate, severe. Severe means that you had to go to the ER. You record your fever, like the

actual amount and the swelling. So that's all the details. There's no freeform at all to fill in any

other reaction that you have beyond the typical nonserious adverse events other than, well that's

it. Shock.

So there's a full list on realnotrare.com slash about that will be available.*

What you have to do if you have any other type of adverse event is, you have to call the study

doctor or the principal investigator, and that's the only way to record this. There's no way to have

any unbiased way of entering it in and documenting it.

I'm sorry, I'm going off track.

So we did what we were told. We called the study doctor and they told us to go to go to

Cincinnati Children's ER where the trial was held to check for appendicitis. She did not have

appendicitis. They couldn't even find her appendix.

What made it into the trial record is unclear. And and yes, we did ask, several times and have it

documented. We still don't know what was actually reported.

So basically as you can see this leaves a lot of room for human error, and concern of recording

bias coming from the principal investigator, which was Dr. Frenck** in her case.

So what was said about Maddie? The next slide. If you go then to the documentation.

2:04:18 [slide appears on screen]

STEPHANIE DE GARAY: So, the New England Journal of Medicine article about the covid, the

Pfizer covid vaccine in adolescents. So first take note the principal investigator for Maddie's trial

is the lead author for the New England Journal of Medicine article.***

The adverse event section has 308 words, 76 of those were dedicated to describing one single

patient that had simply a temperature greater than 40 degrees. Not great to have but that, you

know [inaudible]. There is absolutely no mention of any of Maddie's adverse reactions in that

article. Zero.

In the EUA [Emergency Use Authorization] amendment Maddie's adverse reaction was reduced

to 5 lines that they claimed was eventually diagnosed as functional abdominal pain. It's a

stomach ache.

By the data cut off for the trial, on March 13th, Maddie experienced over 35 adverse events,

different things happening to her, very similar to all the stories that you're hearing here. This

happened during the trial. Some examples are blood in her urine 7 times. Decreased vision. Loss

of feeling from her waist down, dizziness, fainting, tremors, muscle weakness, and more. They're

all available in the slides, all of her reactions. None of these were mentioned in either document.

She went to the ER 9 times and was hospitalized 3 times for a total of 63 days, and this was by

June 1st. Look at the dates of the article and around when this was approved. Maddie was in the

hospital when the EUA was approved for 12 to 15 year olds. The doctor did not even know it.

So let me ask you this. Functional abdominal pain. Stomach ache. Does your child, when they

have a stomach ache, does that put your child in a wheelchair? Does your child's stomachache

require a feeding tube? Does your child spend 64 days in the hospital for the stomach ache? If

they did a urine test when they have a stomach ache, would there be blood in their urine? I don't

think so.

I thought that Maddie would be in the best hands possible in the rare chance she had a severe

reaction. That was not the case. They did everything in their power to hide everything that

happened to her. And that is why this happening to all these other people and kids.

So my question is, you're hearing my story, Maddie was not kicked out of the trial, so, she's still in

it. By the way, so is my son Lukas who did not, he was in the placebo group, and he did not get

the vaccine. So they have one person, if you want to know that that they can— and he hasn't had

covid.

If they minimalized Maddie's reaction to the vaccines like this, I wonder what really happened to

those in the clinical trials who had a reaction to the first dose, they never got to have the second

dose, that means they're out of the trials, they're disqualified. I wonder what else was hidden in

either the Pfizer trial or any of the other ones. Because I know there was things, there were things

they didn't— Thank you.

2:08:22

US SENATOR RON JOHNSON: Thank you, Stephanie. I've got a quick question. Obviously, we

invited the CEO from Pfizer or some representative from Pfizer. Nobody showed up. You,

because you had the courage to come forward in June**** you have had some media attention,

not by the mainstream media, but Pfizer has to be aware of you. Have they reached out to you

since June?

STEPHANIE DE GARAY: Neither Pfizer, the FDA, or the CDC has ever talked to us or attempted

to. We have never heard anything from them, ever.

US SENATOR RON JOHNSON: That is outrageous.

STEPHANIE DE GARAY: Filed it in VAERS* also, still didn't hear anything.

US SENATOR RON JOHNSON: So that is outrageous. I mean, not only totally cast aside but I

think what you describe in your testimony would, I would determine as a coverup. But thank you.

Maddie, God bless you.

2:09:19

[END]

#   #   #

TRANSCRIBER'S NOTES:

*Maddie de Garay's entry, with links to other testimony and interviews with her mother

Stephanie de Garay, can be found at https://www.realnotrare.com/post/maddie-de-garay

**Robert W. Frenck, Jr., MD.

*** "Safety, Immunogenicity, and Efficacy of the BNT162b2 Covid-19 Vaccine in Adolescents",

Frenck et al., New England Journal of Medicine, May 27, 2001

https://doi.org/10.1056/NEJMoa2107456

**** Stephanie de Garay gave her testimony about her daughter Maddie's injuries in the Pfizer

trial for Senator Ron Johnson's roundtable discussion on June 29, 2021. For a transcript of that

testimony and relevant links, see https://transcriberb.dreamwidth.org/85369.html . The video of

the roundtzable is at https://rumble.com/vj79qt-press-conference-with-families-speaking-out-

about-adverse-vaccine-reactions.html

CLIP (different camera, better sound): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4X6VMdTK8Y

*The CDC's Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System. https://vaers.hhs.gov/about.html

(Note: https://openvaers.com/covid-data provides VAERS data in a more reader-friendly

presentation)
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

This is another testimony Stephanie de Garay gave as part of Senator Ron Johnson's press

conference.

Press Conference with Families Speaking Out About Adverse Vaccine Reactions

June 29, 2021

https://rumble.com/vj79qt-press-conference-with-families-speaking-out-about-adverse-

vaccine-reactions.html

CLIP (different camera, better sound): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4X6VMdTK8Y

TRANSCRIPT

TRANSCRIBER'S NOTE: Stephanie de Garay's daughter Maddie is seated next to her.

Maddie is in a wheelchair and has a feeding tube attached to her nose.

STEPHANIE DE GARAY: First thank you Senator Johnson for the opportunity to share

Maddie's story, and to all of you for your willingness to listen. This isn't easy for me, and it's,

this has been very clearly emotional. So I'm going to read what I've written so I don't lose

track.

My name is Stephanie and this is my daughter Maddie. And we live in Ohio. On January

20th Maddie received her second dose of the Pfizer covid vaccine as a participant in the

clinical trial [voice breaks with emotion] for 12 to 15 year olds.

All three of our kids volunteered and were excited to participate in the trial as a way to help

us all return to normal life. My husband works in the medical field and I have a degree in

electrical engineering. We are pro-vaccine and pro-science which is why we agreed to let

Maddie and her two older brothers volunteer for the trial.

Before Maddie got her final dose of the vaccine she was a healthy 12 year old who gotExpand full comment
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Charlotte Ruse Sep 23

Big pharma was enthusiastic about her volunteering, but when she had severe adverse reactions

she was shunned. God forbid her horrific experience revealed to the public that the experimental

vaxx was far from safe or effective.
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SaHiB Sep 23

Unless it's a choice of that or starving to death, never volunteer for any medical study.
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erin Sep 23

I once did. It went well. It depends on what is being tested. But yeah... I might not

volunteer today, the way things have gone.
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reality speaks Sep 23

Doctor. Thank you. Your a fresh breeze of sanity in this insane world.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you.
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Kathie Sep 23

I love reading your work. I happen to own a busy retail store in a small town in So Cal i talk to a lot of people

all day long. Everyday someone comes in and tells me that their so and so passed, unexpectedly, cancer,

heart attack, blood clot, etc.

My reply is pretty standard.. " ohh, I am so sorry to hear that, so many of our customers are passing gosh,

everyday someone has a story, its so strange don't you think, have you noticed , something seems terribly

terribly wrong". ..Then I shut up.. they usually look at me with a blank stare.. but at least i said something in

hopes of triggering something inside of them to see the truth.

Thank you for all your hard work. I always share with my group of like minded friends.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you. I try to put out the things I feel can most help everyone.
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Leo Sep 24

Do you ever actually get to see the penny drop? It must be quite a special moment. Feel free to share

☺
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Kathie Sep 24

If they’re like minded the conversation usually turns to vax injury , in this case they get it. If

someone comes in all masked up , nope, blank stare , no response , change the convo , continue

with biz as usual . I try to tell this story too : in the span of two months five people that touch me

in someway , ie: friend ,customer , someone’s loved one all got sudden brain cancer , all passed ..

FIVE people .. it’s insane that that amount of people in that short time that I know.. all with brain

cancer .. somethings wrong . Im hoping it turns on a tiny piece of their turned of common sense

brain !
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Sep 26 · edited Sep 26

I too find myself in such conversations. I mention a young person who died suddenly after

his second jab and in my mind, I see title of Ed Dowd's book blinking in 100 ft tall red-hot

neon letters. And the other person is just like, oh, that's so sad-- and they change the

subject. It begins to take self-control for me not to make air quotes around the words died

suddenly. Unfortunately most people I know took multiple jabs, and they believe their covid

infections, which many of them came down with both before and after the jabs, gave them

all their newly acquired health problems (myocarditis, neurological issues, food and skin

allergies, mainly)-- or else it's just coincidence because that's what their doctor told them.

My frustration with this helps fuel my determination to keep on transcribing. I do it for future

historians mainly, but I also hope that someone somewhere might start getting a clue, in

private, on their own time, when they come upon and read through some of the testimonies.
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Kathie Sep 27

Exactly . So many of my jabbed friends are having problems : open heart surgery, triple

by passes , weird nose bleeds, vision problems, headaches, internal stomach

problems, sudden stomach cancers, suggest any cancer .. blood clots .. it’s so

frustrating that they can’t connect the clots .. ughhh ..
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Phil Davis Writes Vintage American Images Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

I have lived in Colorado all my life, not far from Boulder. The hard-left cult that occupies that community is

indeed firmly entrenched. They have one foot in America and the other in a form of communism.
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Dr Tara Slatton Writes Dr Tara’s Newsletter Sep 24

I’m not sure they even have a foot in America anymore, seems more like just the pinky toe of one of

those glove like shoes that were all the rage a few years ago...
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Great article!

As you stated, power abuse is not a new problem.

Jesus addressed it in Luke 22:25 But he said to them, “The kings of the Gentiles lord it over them, and

those who have authority over them have themselves called ‘Benefactors.’

26 “It is not to be like that among you. On the contrary, whoever is greatest among you should become like

the youngest, and whoever leads, like the one serving.

Billy Graham said that pastors are most often corrupted by sex, money, and power.

But Mere Christianity, producing revival, has historically radically changed the culture.

May it be so again, in our day.
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Val Sep 23

Thank you so very much, for all you have done for the people. This is a very short sentence, because there

are really no words to express the magnitude of my gratitude and appreciation.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you!
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I avoid seeing a doctor now for just about everything if possible. My trust in our GPs is now at zero. Two

years ago when I went for my annual RA review with a rheumatology consultant, I told him he could remove

his mask, which he did. I then went on to tell him I declined the covid vaxx. Not a word. I justified my

decision with the fact that there were NO covid vaxx studies done on the autoimmune impaired adults, still

not a word. I don’t think I realised, at the time, this man jeopardised his medical career, his license to

practice medicine, his livelihood if he even hinted that he agreed with what I said. I left that visit feeling

disturbed. Disturbed at the wall I hit, disturbed at his refusal to acknowledge my concerns. Here in the UK,

except for a handful of well known antivaxx doctors, nothing has changed. The autumn booster is in full

swing and so many older people I know are rushing in to get their top up, despite many of them being

injured from their previous covid jabs.
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Cathleen Manny Sep 24

Dowrick, this is (one of) the reasons why I no longer see ‘regular’ doctors. I realized years ago that

they do nothing to improve my health. And that, after all, is why we make doctor appointments,

correct?
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Blair Writes Darkness to Light Oct 5

Every single one of these doctors who knew and did not speak up put their own livelihood far above

their patients' lives. Kind of defeats the point of being a doctor now, doesn't it?
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David Poe Writes David’s Thinking about the Worl… Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

https://drp314.substack.com/p/thoughts-on-power-versus-freedom

Also

These five rules of propaganda have been known for a long time. Please send them around so that more

people will be aware of them. Thank You.

The Five Rules of Propaganda

1. The rule of simplification - reducing all data to a simple confrontation between 'Good and Bad', 'Friend

and Foe'.

2. The rule of disfiguration - discrediting the opposition by crude smears and parodies.

3. The rule of transfusion - manipulating the consensus values of the target audience for one's own ends.

4. The rule of unanimity - presenting one's viewpoint as if it were unanimous opinion of all right-thinking

people: draining the doubting individual into agreement by the appeal of star-performers, by social

pressure , and by 'psychological contagion'.

5. The rule of orchestration - endlessly repeating the same messages in different variations and

combinations.
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shiyen Sep 23

Hmm... sounds like you're talking about how normal people view the National Socialists. I wonder if

there's some propaganda involved in that story?
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David Poe Writes David’s Thinking about the Worl… Sep 24

I think they go back long before the twentieth century. They are just what any propagandist

Eudora.
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David Poe Writes David’s Thinking about the Worl… Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

"The simple step of a courageous individual is not to take part in the lie. "One word of truth outweighs the

world." ~ Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
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Madeline Migura Sep 23

I always wondered how people let the Holocaust happen. Now I see it was very easy. We haven’t learned

very much.
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shiyen Sep 23 · edited Sep 23

MM: The holocaust didn't happen.

And, had it happened, according to the stories that the jews tell, it would have been one of the most

excruciating experiences in history... for the *perpetrators*. I mean, in the stories, the jews got off easy.

The real victims would have been the Germans.

Now... I realize that you won't believe this... but we *did* just watch almost the entire world fall for a

stupid 'virus trick' that didn't even exist, as such. Imagine how much easier the tricks were back when

information was strictly controlled.

ShiYen

(Edit: our own host, Midwestern, who is also jewish, has suggested -- not said -- that he, too, knows
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that the 'holocaust' didn't happen)

LIKED (5) REPLY (3) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Just to be clear I directly know people who lived through the Holocaust and I believe it

happened.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

shiyen Sep 25

MidWestern: Ah, thank you. I very, very much appreciate your tolerance.

ShiYen

LIKED (1) REPLY SHARE

Goeff Sep 24

Holocausts have happened, but the one we've heard most about did not go down the way we've

been taught. In fiact, I suspect the perps were blaming others for what they were doing

themselves and that's a tactic as old as it should be transparent.

Very sad that many people still parrot old war time exaggerations and propaganda but I will say it

does lower both their credubility as well as their respectability in my eyes.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Leo Sep 24

He has? Sorry I thought AMD was blue pilled on that one.
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shiyen Sep 24

Leo: Sorry that I can't be specific, but a few months ago AMd wrote an article where he

kvetched a bit about the NatSocs. In the comments, a reader mentioned that there was

ample evidence that the holocaust is a hoax. AMd said that he had discussed that with

colleagues of his, and found the evidence compelling -- but that, of course, it's outside the

scope of this substack.

He seems very honest, so I suspect he would become redpilled after a few hours of

research.

ShiYen
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jean Sep 23

It is truly easy to judge others, that is why judging is a double edged sword. Sibling love
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ArnoldF Sep 23

MM, normalcy bias of life and goals is hard to overcome.
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Clovis Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

I do have a small pamphlet on 'Mountain Sickness'. The last time I was traveling in Colorado- been many

years now- on a high mountain pass I got out of the car- I had no idea why I couldn't breathe suddenly. Try

it sometime. Near Telluride. Although I am not fit, nor in my 30's. 60's? I did love the 60's, but now not so

much that I'm in my sixties.

Reading the alt media, one of the comments told a story about Geneva, during the plague years in the

middle 1500's. Long story short, the treatment of plague victims in that time benefitted the medical

establishment, but it was with the consent of the population. Everyone- according to this source- was on

board with the interventions, and as community minded people they did anything and everything

necessary to help stem the spread of the disease.

As the disease in the population waned, the commenter suggested, from historical sources, that the

'establishment' set about to infect people intentionally. For profit. Strangely apocryphal for this modern era.

I wanted to verify the story.

The story is told again and again. This is a re-run of public health authorities trying to stem a disease

moving through a population.

There was the Smallpox scare in NYC, not so long ago, of note was a public health issue in Milwaukee,

1894. Riots ensued. Naturally, ethnic minorities and foreigners were blamed.

https://www.historytoday.com/archive/feature/plague-and-prejudice

So if you read this article, sounds like the experts were trying to guide the population, and the hoi polloi

rejected good advice, got out of pocket.

But if anyone has been paying attention the last few years, you might question the narrative advanced by

historytoday.com.

But if anyone has been paying attention the last few years, you might question the narrative advanced by

historytoday.com.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 23 Author

Thank you for sharing.
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Clovis Sep 24

The source was 'The Geneva Chronicles'. I found a copy en Francais' on google books. I have now

become fascinated almost more with the mind virus that accompanies a public health event almost

more than the disease itself.

Syphilis is typical . In Italy it was called 'the French disease', but in France they called it, -ok you will

never guess.

I left out the part of the story, where after the population perceived that the medical establishment of

the time was found wanting of humanity- rightly or wrongly- they were dragged through the streets,

hot tongs used on living flesh etc.

I'm old enough to remember the song 'Eve of Destruction'.

Its been long enough ago that was recorded I think the sun is about to rise.

Ps I didn't mean to suggest syphilis was called 'you will never guess'. Although you might not until the

spirochetes did infect your brain. It was called 'Dis'ease Italiano', or some such thing, lol.
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Maggie Percy Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

As you've mentioned many times in the past, medical gaslighting has been going on forever. And it's only

getting worse, as the medical paradigm of Germ Theory crumbles and the establishment struggles to hang

on to power. Big Pharma will fall when people finally find out that most of their products are based on

falsehoods, and that most 'disease' is caused by toxicity and poor nutrition, etc. Vaccines being the worst

category of product they offer that does no good and causes much harm. Try to get a decent conversation

going on that topic (Germ Theory being false), and you see the uphill battle we face. Even most of those

who are against injecting crap directly into the body (which is absolutely the dumbest thing a person who

cares about their health could do, bypassing all the natural protections the body offers by using injections,

which also attack the body with known toxins to 'stimulate a response') are scared of 'germs'. I don't even

try to talk to anyone. But I love reading your essays.

I'm not terribly optimistic about the future. The system is so powerful, it stamps out opposition very well.

Back in the 60s, my Mom took a bad fall and hurt her back. She went to doctors a number of times to have

it looked at. They couldn't find anything, so they told her...she was imagining it. She shut down and never

went to a doctor after that except when forced to, as their 'diagnosis' made everyone think she was nuts

and failed to help or validate her. Many years later, she had to have a chest X-ray, and the doctor casually

asked, "When did you break your back?" As a former radiographic inspector for NASA, I know how hard it

is to image cracks in an X-ray, yet her doctors were convinced if they could not see anything, there was

nothing, instead of looking for reasons she might be right. It's only gotten worse since then.

But I really appreciate your efforts to educate folks and stimulate conversations. You are SO right about the

need to be open to new ideas and even consider that some of what one believes could be 'wrong'. I've

spent decades 'unlearning' much of what I learned in college (I have two degrees in Biology).

Health is so complex, we'll never learn all there is to know about it, and that's what we all need to

remember when talking about it. I've learned a lot through your essays. Thanks for taking the time to write.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you. A lot of people have observed the medical field (and much of the scientific profession) is

extremely resistant to believing the existence of anything it cannot see.
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Michele Johnson Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Thank you so much for all your writings ! I tell people wherever I may go groceries etc the people I come

across mostly are young and afraid I tell them and show them this platform ! I see them again and they are

thrilled by yours and other Doctors who write here. They truly have hope that there is still a doctor(s) out

there with the Truth again thank you very much. Unvaccinated Army Veteran Fort Knox 194th Armored

Brigade
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Cathleen Manny Sep 24

Michele Johnson, may I ask how you managed to remain unvaxxed in the Army? Are you referring to

all shots, or just the Covid mRNA shot?
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Michele Johnson Sep 24

Hi! I had all 18 shots when I joined I also had Nuclear radiation injections bilateral hips fractures

Walter Reed issued medication I asked history and if it wasn’t 20plus years on market I declined

them. Had an orthopedic surgeon tell me they will not have hip replacement perfected till after

I’m dead told me no weight gain walk eat good on crutches 8months ibuprofen Choice Covid

injections rolled out I refused them also I’m over 60 on no medication and very healthy personal

choice
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Allen Dick Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

It is long past time to stop referring to "The Mainstream Media"and call it what it is, "The Commercial

Media".
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Cathleen Manny Sep 24

Allen Dick, I now call it the Corrupted Corporate Media. The word ‘mainstream’ is rather

complimentary in my view.
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Blair Writes Darkness to Light Oct 5

More like "The Propaganda Networks."
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Hillary Han Writes Astro Imundo Mews Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

This is a powerful article. It strongly brings up the psychology which has developed over the coming years

between a growing collusion of government, big tech, big money, with the power hungry determination to

avoid any confrontation with ethically, moral human feedback. Your description of what power is, defines

the foundation of this psychology very well, especially the statement that power is addictive. But I have

one tiny point that I feel needs more attention. And it is the statement: "Power is a double-edged sword.

The more of it you have, the more you have to do to maintain it, and the more you exercise control over

others, the more they exercise control over you." Right now we are all looking for ways to join our stories

and our hearts to stand up and exercise our control against that system of power which has gas-lighted,

scared, exploited, silenced, injured and killed so many people. In observing this psychology back over the

last several years, we are just now becoming physically, mentally and spiritually immune to the power

which is in fear of itself and what will become of it. Before we were weak, unaware and easy to manipulate

and deceive. Now the time has come that the ethically, moral human feedback of the truest power of all,

the divine power of truth, goodness, compassion, wisdom and intelligent unity is surely on the rise. Thank

you deeply for your wonderful, well written, brilliant work. Blessings from the bay of peace.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you : )
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Ed megill Writes Ed’s Substack Sep 23 · edited Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

So Much of What You Wrote is So True. I document. I am up to 22 Family/Friends (23 if you count one that

didn’t want to elaborate) now with suspected adverse events related to the “vaccine”. You name it I’ve seen

it. None will acknowledge it was possibly related to the “vaccine” except for one. Ed

Edit - Spelling
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

It's remarkable to watch.
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Lone Star Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

I have a vaccine injury that predates Covid. Only one of my doctors treats me like I am not from an alien

universe. My old dermatologist did not want me in his practice load anymore because I refused the Covid

shots. People who are vaccine injured really do use the term “coming out” to describe the experience. One

has to gear up for the potential reaction from the listener. Also, the unvaxed describe admitting they are

unvaxed the same way.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

My experience with what you are describing was why I tried to use the COVID vaccine gaslighting to

open people's eyes to a much larger issue also existing that had previously been ignored.
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David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Writes David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Ne… Sep 23

Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Brilliant, as always. Thanks. See my post. I am open about it all. I fear not the Nursing Board.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

They place less control on nurses than physicians.
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David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Writes David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Ne… Sep 25

This is true. But they will ax a Nurse in a second. If the ‘Suits’ could run a hospital without Nurses,

they’d do so in a heart beat. In fact, during this whole boondoggle, there were plenty of articles

about robot Nurses.

The Corporatist try to milk every dollar they are paid to take care of grandma. When the Nuns left

St. Thomas in Nashville, and the suits started taking over, they fired all the phlebotomy folks, unit

secretaries, etc. placing ever increasing demands on the Nurses, along with increasing patient

ratios. They burn them all out and then it creates another ‘nursing shortage.’ It is a vicious cycle.

But yes, when it comes to the medications, Rockefeller locked that down in 1910, and has built

up these medical boards to obviously serve the new and improved on patent concoctions. We

are all following these cases of these brave doctors that have put it all on the line.

In the tort reform years, I was all for it, knowing how hard we all worked and knowing that no one

intentionally made mistakes. But after Covid 19, I ain’t so sure that was the right thing to do? I am

now on the side of the trial lawyers. I would love to see Kennedy win the White House. I write the

TN Attorney General Daily, along with all of my attorney friends. Crickets here in Tennessee. But

we are home to HCA and then we have Vanderbilt, which has Big Pharma’s Principle

Investigators over there.

I have written Dr. Schaffner over there on several occasions. He is infectious disease. I’ve asked

him ‘how he lives with himself?’ I saw him on the local 12pm news parroting the CDC guidance

on masking early on. I immediately emailed him a study (10 RCTs from 1946 - present) that

showed Mask did not work. He said ‘thanks, he was not aware?’

I wrote him the other day, when a friend reported they were masking up again. I asked ‘why

anyone would want to borrow that kind of money to attend Vanderbilt Medical School when they

don’t even teach science?’ My son just finished in biomedical engineering. He thought about

Medical School. But not now. He’s in talks now with the Navy to go fly jets.
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186no Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

In my personal experience ( I live in the UK ) Medics gaslight patients because they are not sufficiently

knowledgeable about the subject in front of them (ignorance); they are unwilling to educate themselves

further outside the confines of professional revalidation (lazy); delve deep into a patient's case, from either

time pressures or lack of an enquiring mind, not accepting that "which means that.." is a prerequisite to

anyone giving advice ( criminal unprofessionalism );because they follow what they are told to do in any

given situation by "higher medical authority" ( negligence and unprofessional ); because they have an

inflated sense of their own authority and see themselves as superior to the patient ( arrogance ); they

resent their judgement being questioned, especially by the patient ( arrogance and ignorance ).

I have seen all of this; due to events I will not waste anyone's time describing, I have been prescribed a

drug , which was contra indicated for use where a severe acute illness has occurred, by a lazy UK GP that

led to life changing, permanently damaging injuries; I have watched an exceptionally highly qualified very

senior Consultant Head of Service ignore paramedic reports of a multi organ failure, detailing a prolonged

anoxia, allow me to drive 850 miles home after a week's rest; two UK GMC medics lied to save their

business money - UK GMC agreed but did nothing;

On top of all this I have witnessed UK regulated medics still willing to inject people despite the tsunami of

induced adverse hams and death evidence, excess death data and a stack of other "in plain sight" events

- something to do with money no doubt. If I can see this, as you have very cogently described often, why

cnnot "they"?

Furthermore, what do I do if I have to seek medical advice, intervention......a dilemma I am going through

right now. Who do I trust? How do I prevent if I need to go to hospital a DNR instruction from being stuck

into my notes without me knowing ......I cannot help feeling several hundred years of human development

has gone down the toilet over the last several decades and we are now living in an era of madness that

might have been called The Inquisition or the The Age of Indulgences or The Salem Witch Trials or seen

the South Sea Bubble and The Black Tulip scandals - have we not learned a damn thing?.

Otherwise , I, with "Val" and others below. Please keep going for all our sakes.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you for sharing. That is a common reason why doctors gaslight.
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Rosemary B Writes Rosemary’s Substack Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

"How a decade of propaganda turned us against each other"

Indeed. If you disagree with something, some one might report you, or "call you out" by announcing to all

of your associations the utter foolishness you are playing with.

Shaming. It is like bullying or just being absolutely abusive!.

We are not allowed to disagree, or question, however those others are allowed to ghost and cancel, and if

they can, destroy you.

It is a "pride" thing, feeling they have the correct information and others are pitifully stupid.

They work to demonstrate their authority around others.
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shiyen Sep 23

(((they))) really do!
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A Little Help from My Friends Sep 23

There is no greater tyranny than that which is perpetrated under the shield of the law and in the name of

justice. I have a tee that says: We will not comply with tyranny. This one: teespring.com/notcomply

Perfect for these tyrant times!
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Teresa D. Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

My daughter and SIL recently went out to dinner with two other 43 y/o couples. This was a hopeful sort of

“getting to know you” evening as they had all met, but had not yet formed friendships. At some point, they

all discovered they read AMD! The floodgates opened and the talk ran the gamut of natural healthcare,

being unvaxxed, homeschooling, etc. This was in NC. Your reach is deep, AMD!
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

That's really kind.

I've had a few times now where people I was with started talking about this blog and I just whistled in

the corner (most of my friends and colleagues don't know that I write this).
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LEA7 Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

You not only try, you succeed wonderfully.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you.
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Carolin Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

I distantly remembered reading about a freediver unable to do his job after getting the covid shot, so I

googled and found this:

https://freedivecafe.com/2022/02/19/127-florian-dagoury-mr-10-minutes/

I have not listened to the podcasts and he mostly talks about myocarditis and pericarditis, that he

developed after the shot.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you. I completely forgot about this one.
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Erl Happ Writes The Refuge Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor
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Many thanks for an inspirational post. RF Kennedy Jr is the man to go to address the problem. Only one fly

in that ointment, and that's the climate change narrative.
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Leo Sep 24

Which, if you think about it, makes him their perfect trojan horse. If they go with vaccines again, they

can sideline RFK Jr, whereas if they decide climate lockdowns will better advance their agenda then

the goodwill he's built up by throwing vaccines under the bus can be repurposed to serve their new

agenda.

It's like judo. They push you one way then another. The way to avoid being thrown is to pay attention

and stay on balance.
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GaryP Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

I read a post about 25 historical books on vaccine injuries and bought the first three. One was a fraud sold

through Amazon, "The crime against the school child." I has two unreadable pages microscopically printed

at the top of each page.

One book was frightening, "Vaccination, Its Fallacies and Evils, by Robert A. Gunn, 1885" It described the

works of one Edward Jenner who invented the idea of vaccination. Going by the rumors from dairy maids,

he became convinced that an illness known as cow-pox provided protection from small-pox.

He jabbed a boy with "cow-pox." Later he tested the idea by jabbing the same boy with fluid fluid from the

poxes of small-pox victims. The boy lived and Jenner described his miraculous discovery. He claimed that

a deliberate infection of cow-pox would protect one forever from small-pox. This failed and and the book

describes his desperate reasoning to explain the failures. Every explanation also failed as the idea did not

work. This did not stop charlatans from spreading fear and jabbing people with fluid from cows and later

from sick people. That successfully infected children with syphilis.

Punch line: The first boy inoculated with cow-pox fluid was declared by Jenner to be safe from small-pox

for the rest of his life. The boy later died from small-pox.
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shiyen Sep 23

Gary: The best book to read on this topic is "dissolving illusions" by Suzanne Humphries -- a

physicist/nephrologist.

In fact, our esteemed host, Midwestern, started this blog simply to summarize her book. The

information was so stunning to people willing to listen, that his blog has grown into this wonderful

behemoth.

ShiYen
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Axel Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Note how some Democrats found it acceptable to cast doubt on the "Trump vaccine" back before the

2020 election. There used to be a good compilation video on YouTube but it is gone now. These two of

Harris and Cuomo are still up:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dAjCeMuXR0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsCIrNUnNMI

I was a medical student on a neurology rotation back in January 2021 when the rollouts were just

beginning. The attending neurologist happened to run into a colleague in the hall and they had a quick

chat. The colleague mentioned he had seen a case of labyrinthitis (uncommon type of inner ear

inflammation that leads to hearing loss) in a newly vaccinated patient. "I should write the case up, but I

don't want to discourage people from getting the vaccine!"

As a student, the need to remain silent was clear. In March 2021, the pediatricians I worked with were

aghast with horror that I doubted the "live-saving miracle vaccines" that would "win a Nobel Prize" when I

replied to their questions if I got vaccinated yet. I mentioned I would like to take a wait and see approach

with getting the vaccine since it had a novel mechanism of action never broadly rolled out in the population

before (with incomplete phase 3 clinical trials), and friends (all physicians) of family members had noted

adverse reactions after the shot (including one with acute stroke despite lack of traditional risk factors).

After that I never discussed the subject with other healthcare team members again.

I had a phone chat with Dr. Miller who was featured in a few of your previous articles. One of my profound

takeaways was when he told me, "Once you stop speaking the truth, you stop living the truth, and that's

never a good thing". Staying completely silent for years brewed an internal conflict within me, one that Dr.

Miller's words made me realize could not fester indefinitely. Now that I have graduated, I try to drop subtle

hints with coworkers when I can. It does seem the tide within a sizable portion of the healthcare profession

is turning (though many still remain staunch in their beliefs). I have seen multiple patients and healthcare

workers (especially nurses) say "Never again!" when it comes to more doses (usually after they or a family

member experience a significant adverse event). This saga is still unfolding, and I am still but a humble

learner, but I will look to help where I can. I am grateful to AMD for their comprehensive and eye-opening

writings.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

I really sympathize with what you're saying; I think my experience would have been identical to yours

if I'd been a medical student at that time.

Glad you connected with Dr. Miller too!
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Luke Writes Luke’s Substack Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Thank you for writing this, it sums up what I went through being unvaccinated.
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Lone Star Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

On a related note: Are you hearing of psoriasis starting in people after three Pfizer jabs? Even a year or two

later?
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

We've seen a lot of delayed autoimmune disorders, but I'm not sure about that one specifically. I have

also seen people who developed it as a consequence of a significant loss of zeta potential from

another vaccine.
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DUANE HAYES Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Seems like the issue is so many people refuse to think for themselves. Next up is that when people know

something is wrong, they're too cowardly to speak out. It's quite a condemnation of a high percentage of

the human race. Then consider, is there any remedy or solution?
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DUANE HAYES Sep 24

I was hoping for a lengthy list of remedies and solutions?
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LEA7 Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Always appreciate your compassion and understanding of human nature; it makes you quite unique and

definitely appreciated. I agree with your points in the ways to speak out that are effective and not off-

putting. One person at a time - seems slow but worthwhile. (Not unlike other important topics.). Thank you,

thank you. This will continue and empathy will go a long way in rebuilding families and friendships harmed

by the conditions of the pandemic. Each day is an opportunity to open eyes and hearts.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you! That's what I try to do.
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AJ Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Children's Health Defense is traveling the nation in a bus Vax-nonVax. They are going city to city, town to

town taking testimony of vaccine injuries as well as what people have to say that have not gotten the shot.

Extremely enlightening. One cannot discount personal testimony. Also, Transcriber B on Substack has

been documenting personal testimony for a few years now.
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Jomico Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

In order for the business model to continue making money... by destroying the health of the

unsuspecting...they have to use all means necessary to reinforce safe and effective.. because unsafe and

ineffective does not sell shots.
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erin Sep 23

I support the free-market system in most things, but I am wondering if it is our downfall in medicine.

Doctors should be incentivized to keep people healthy, to offer cures. Now it's the other way around.

There is no good ending in this direction.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Technically that means it's not a free market system! My belief has always been restoring the

free market is what's needed for medicine to work.
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Sep 26

1,000%
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DWB Sep 23

It's not the market that is keeping doctors from offering cures, it's the government. Doctors tried

to prescribe HCQ or Ivermectin or even antibiotics for Covid-related problems, and the

government punished them. Given a free choice in a market economy, most patients would have

chosen those solutions as opposed to Remdesivir and a ventilator.
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erin Sep 23

Yes, that's true. But overall, docs get paid for keeping people sick. Not just the docs, the

whole corrupt system.
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Rob (c137) Writes Robert's Occam's razor Sep 23

No need for zeta potential to explain why the jabs do this.

Clotting alone which also happens with non mRNA shots causes damage to heart tissue, reducing

bloodflow capability.

Also, interesting point on spleenic issues as the Japanese Pfizer bio distribution study found a big amount

of the LNPs getting deposited in the spleen.

The liver and ovaries/testes were also high in deposits.

If they cannot be eliminated, they impair the function of that organ.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 23 Author

The zeta potential issue is specifically for the pervasive microclotting that occurs as a consequence

of vaccination. A few vaccines including the COVID shots were notorious for doing this.
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Rob (c137) Writes Robert's Occam's razor Sep 23

Interesting that you saw this with other shots.

I wouldn't be surprised if the first wave of COVID was actually a result of the flu shots of that

season which were "improved" without updated testing! My father had similar symptoms

to COVID in 2018, including low oxygen symptoms which needed urgent care. I suspected the

flu shot which he used to get yearly, but stopped since then.

I remember hearing a South African doctor that treated people outdoors saying that the disease

had stages. First stage was cough and fever etc. That would clear up after a few days and health

returned with no symptoms. Then, a few days later they would have low oxygen issues which

responded to asthma treatments.

That reminded me of what my father went through... his cough clearing into well being only to

later having low oxygen!

Here's an interesting article on how shots could be used to create allergies and the interesting

timing of the covid shots being optimal for this.

https://northerntracey213875959.wordpress.com/2022/02/26/anaphylaxis-the-real-bio-

weapon/

Sadly, we are still a way away from having real scientific inquiry into what exactly the mechanism

that causes these horrible side effects.

Like you explained, many in the profession are still afraid and follow the code of Omerta!
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186no Sep 23 · edited Sep 23

The Doctor was Dr Shankara Chetty; he described patients exhibiting post infection/jab

symptoms of lung Oedema, akin to an Anphylaxis reaction - usually a week or so post

virus/jab. He prescribed for Anaphylaxis and included IVM. He stated - earlier this years on

UK GBNews that he had treated , successfully, over 10K patients and helped doctors

worldwide who were seeing the same thing.

If you recall, these jab manufacturers said that if you were allergic to certain disclosed

elements, you should "seek medical advice" - what they did NOT disclose that these EUA

drugs were NEVER tested on people who suffer Analphylaxis (me).

During my researches, it has become apparent that both LNP and the synthetic versions of

the spike protein which your body expresses induce an inflammatory response especially

but not exclusively in the lungs. Your body floods with histamine and others etc etc - i.e.

fluids - which your lungs and other organs cannot clear - and if Remdesivir plus ventilation

was applied, thousand and thousands and thousands of people died of renal failure et al -

some called that murder. ( See a video by Dr Bryan Ardis - a very tough watch - from two +

years ago.)
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Rob (c137) Writes Robert's Occam's razor Sep 23

Yes, thanks for filling in the details of the good doctor! He was a hero!

I think anytime one injects foreign debris like even non toxic peanut oil in mainstream

shots is asking for trouble with allergies.

Shots should be reserved for drugs w saline, not a hodge podge concotion of things

that bypass our digestive and respiratory protection.
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sadie Sep 25 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Live Not by Lies by Rod Dreher -- for Christian dissidents. If you let lies stand you are complicit.
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Cchic Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Fauci is the Devil. He was during AIDS (I’m old enough to remember) & now with COVID. To this day I can’t

understand why Trump didn’t see through him. At times I think there were so many forces against him that

he just couldn’t bring himself to fight Fauci as well. Trump knew and hired Dr Atlas but he couldn’t do

much. I got the J&J in April 2021 but spoke clearly to my adult children about the vaccine & thankfully they

listened & are not vaccinated. Those months of 2020 & all of 2021 made me feel as if I were living under a

totalitarian regime. God help us. 

🙏
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Melissa Osmun Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

This made me think of one of Bret Weinstein’s recent tweets: “Overton Windows aren't analytical limits on

what's believable. They are social limits on what's discussable. The narative controls now imposed on the

West place obvious things formally out of bounds. Violations are social, but punished as if they were

embarrassing logical errors.”

Thank you for addressing these issues. I know part of the goal with your writing is to offer healing to the

forgotten victims of modern medicine. You’ve definitely done that here, and I will share this with my

vaccine-injured clients.

It’s also very healing to me as someone who deliberately pursued another kind of medicine to avoid having

to participate in harm. It was the best decision for me, but it’s come with a price. Your writing has made it

easier to accept that. Thanks. 

🙏
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you. I really appreciate it. I had to think long and hard about going into medicine because I

knew people who believed in holistic care got brainwashed by the process but I felt unless I became a

doctor I wouldn't be able to change the system.
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MadashellGP Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

The programming that runs deep in our profession is the sanctity of the RCT coupled with the authority of

the journals that those RCTs are published in. That combination is a dream ticket for big Pharma because it

conceals a corporatist business model that constitutes an appeal to authority, cloaked under a veneer of

objectivity. If your paper's published in Nature, doctors will believe. The attacks on Ivermectin and HCQ

came about because any papers suggesting efficacy were excluded from prestigious journals; and any

papers that suggested harm (however fraudulent or negligent in dosing) were boosted by said journals.

Once the papers get published by those journals, doctors believe they know the truth and become

completely resistant to other sources of information. They stop being open and double-down. Then the

gaslighting begins.

One of my staff is being investigated for a turbo cancer (possible sarcoma), less than a year after being off

work for several weeks following the covid booster jab. She had only joined us recently and was not aware

of my views on the Covid vaccine (unlike the rest of my team). I was gutted at the time that she took it.

Now I'm angry.

I am grappling with the challenge of speaking out, knowing that in all likelihood I'll lose my practice. While I

am advising any patient that asks not to take the booster, I do feel I should be doing more. Thank you for

this article - I hope it will help me face this situation with more courage.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Completely agree. On a different note, I have specifically noticed numerous very unusual sarcomas in

people I knew who were vaccinated, which has led me to think that one of the issues with the vaccine

is that is disrupts the pleomorphic cycle (which is what the sanum remedies are based on) in the

body.
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Fran Bavarde Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Thank you so much for this: “Identifying with “the science” (e.g., by mimicking and parroting the current

scientific orthodoxy) as doing so became a way to believe one was intelligent and thus had value as a

human being.”

From the beginning, I noticed that people at a certain level of education were being targeted. The message

that was marketed to this demographic of the educated (but not TOO educated) was, “If you believe and

speak THIS ORTHODOXY, you demonstrate your level of education to everyone around you. Everyone will

know that you are smart and a college—not a YouTube U—graduate.”

All people had to do in any debate was defer to an authority figure or post an article reiterating consensus

opinion (on any topic) and it was checkmate. Pure marketing accomplished this end. It was stunning to

watch.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

That has been a pet peeve of mine but it's gotten so much more common in recent years.
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Dave Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

This is why I LOVE SUBSTACK so Much, great work by great writers that practice in the field. Can't wait til

morning every morning to see/read on another wonderful topic!
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Me too!
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David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Writes David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Ne… Sep 24

Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

This a great read. Thanks.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you.
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David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Writes David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Ne… Sep 24

Keep up the great work.
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I developed Nummular eczema after submitting to the flu shot for a few years. Before COVID-19,

I had gone to a dermatologist to seek out a waiver. She would not give it to me, and total denial

that the flu shot what is the factor. I took the religious exemption. The hospital, supposedly a

Catholic hospital, excepted it. But I heard from a surgeon friend of mine, that they would not

except his religious exemption, nor the priest during COVID-19? Unreal
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

One of my mentees rotated with a dermatology practice during the vaccine roll out. Every

single day they had people come in with weird rashes from the vaccine, and after a month

still insisted they all had nothing to do with the vaccine.
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Unreal. They will give you nausea medication for the opioids, knowing full well the

opioids made you nauseous. They will give you laxatives for the opioids, knowing full

well the opioids brought on the constipations. They will give you creams and Benadryl

for rashes and note your chart for drug allergies, but somehow vaccines are magic

bullets with zero side effects? It’s idolatry.
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texavery Writes Panopticum's View Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Regarding turning the tide: In Germany there is a new initiative of vaccine injured people to report there

ordeal and helplessness, being ridiculed or considered nuts, which results in systematic withholding of

medical help. Beside the prevalent and spontaneous medical gaslighting there are also hints (from

concerned doctors) about doctors being systematically forced from taking reports of vaccine injury any

serious - so there still seems to be an organized collusion of institutional neglected support of mRNA

vaccine victims.

I hope this will initiative help awaking a wider audience to this unprecedented and unscrupulous crime of

destroying human lifes without regard to any form of medical ethics and human empathy.

Please, see Youtube channel Collateral (for all German speaking folks):

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRsYFgoIvTs
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

I am really curious to see how many years this will take.
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Cloudyskye77 Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zI3yU5Z2adI
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Cloudyskye77 Sep 24

https://undercurrents723949620.wordpress.com/
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Cloudyskye77 Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

UK LIVE: E-petition debate relating to the safety of covid-19 vaccines - Monday 24 October 2022

The Petitions Committee has scheduled a debate on a petition relating to the safety of covid-19 vaccines.

(fast-forward the 1st 5 minutes )

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pfgGCgxGYkk
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Cloudyskye77 Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Judge Orders Nuremberg Public Hearing November 9, 2023 For Illegality Of Covid-19 Vaccines! Interest

of Justice vs State of Costa Rica For Human Experimentation In Violation Of Nuremberg Code In Force

https://interestofjustice.substack.com/p/judge-orders-nuremberg-public-hearing?r=zdgem
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Cloudyskye77 Sep 24

https://usfreedomflyers.org/america-happens-blood-money-ep-36-with-josh-yoder-how-the-faa-

has-violated-public-trust/
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Goeff Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

"Why Are Vaccine Injured Patients Silenced?"

Probably for many of the same reasons that those who question historical, political, "scientific" or religious

orthodoxy are silenced, shunned, ostracized, criticized, punished, etc.

Question everything. Always. I've found it of value to even requestion my own beliefs on a continuous

basis.

Medical as well as historical revisionism rule and are liberating as well!!
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Joseph Unger Writes Joseph’s Substack Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Great article, as always! I fear at times that the picture is much worse than is portrayed. Some smart guy

(Churchill, perchance?) once said, "Never blame malice for that which can be equally ascribed to

stupidity". I fear those steadfastly adhering to the mainstream belief systems over blatantly obvious

contradictions, actually believe the faulty narrative. If the person is not actively dedicated to truth, the

embedded belief systems may be impenetrable.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

It's very possible.
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Lone Star Sep 24

Hanlon?
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Hannah W Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Very thoughtful piece, as usual. Thank you, MWD.

My only quibble would be with this statement:

"Anytime you do something which harms others, it creates negative karma that will eventually come back

to you."

That will not deter those who are collaborating with this great biomedical evil.

If I understand the Hindu teaching, karma payback (both positive and negative) only comes back to you in

some future life, not this present one. And conversely, if you are experiencing suffering or death now, you

are merely paying off negative karma that came back to you from some past life.

Hinduism is notoriously passive about putting a stop to physical suffering, for fear of interfering with that

process which never makes a mistake. And the Covid era has been no exception. See this piece published

in Frontiers in Psychology, which recommended encouraging Covid victims (and presumably jab-injury

victims) to "reinterpret" illness and death as their predestined lot, and ultimately a good thing because it

"releases" them for the next life.

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.636384/full

As a side note, occultist channeler Alice Bailey identified resistance to death as one of "four world

problems" that needed to be "solved" before humanity could enter the new age. Bailey became the patron

saint of the UN, and its affiliated "specializing agencies" are busy implementing the "Plan" (sic, capital P)

that she transmitted from her spirit guides for "rectifying" these world problems.

Anyway, what you are really appealing to here is Divine Justice, where every person is rewarded or

punished for good or evil done in this life - where even the hidden deeds will be exposed and judged. That

payback can come either while the person is still alive, or directly after they die.

It's certainly an appropriate concept, just from a very different faith system.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Your argument doesn't refute my point. My point was:

I think this is a bad idea to do.

not

It being a bad idea will make them not want to do it.
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zdb Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

thank you
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Lisa Thomas Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

I feel like a bunch of biblical quotes are in order here but I don't know any so allow me to paraphrase a few,

like the path of destruction is broad and easy to follow but don't be like the rest of the herd, instead try to

find and then go through the narrow gate. When you try to save your life because you're cowardly, you lose

your dignity as well as your life in the end so it's better to stand up for the truth. I'll finish by remembering

that those in power don't deserve respect just because they think they're all that so don't be a suck up.
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D D Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

At this point ,i Just go yada yada yada. Sorry, I am so tired of the shtick. Hopefully tomorrow will be

different.
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Penny & John Harrison Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Interesting information about altitude sickness. Just spent the last week at 9700 ft. 'Nuf said.
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Dan Star Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Gaslighting patients who were infected with a pathogen in the hospital is done. Only way to sue is a class

action lawsuit which is a high bar.
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Fully Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

This is a much needed an BRILLINT piece Doc

Absolutely eye openong and Brilliantly Written

One thing I would change the title a tiny bit

Why are the vaccine injured Silent ! We know why they are silenced ...But the wuestion is always why are

the Silent ...Your essay explains
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erin Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

"The desire for power typically emerges because one’s internal world is a mess (in other words they don’t

feel good) and the individual has come to believe that getting power will alleviate their angst."

Nope. Psychopaths don't do shame, guilt, fear or angst. They feel great, and typically think there is nothing

wrong with them. They enjoy the manipulation and the harm they wreak, and the payoff thereof. And yeah,

they tell everybody they do what they do because they "feel bad." And get smart people to believe it. :-)

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

That has been my experience with these types of people.
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Cozy Cat Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Thank you for sharing yourself and your truth with us.
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julie Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

A colleague of mine and her daughter drove to Wyoming this summer.They did not hike, they were just in

the car and she got altitude sickness driving through Yellowstone. She ended up in the ER and was told to

get out of Wyoming and drive south. It was very interesting to read the section about altitude sickness.

They were both vaxxed and boosted. Unfortunately they are presently home with the new strain.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Rach Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

I’ve had Covid and never been vaccinated. My daughter has moved to an elevation of almost 10,000 feet in

Colorado and I am having issues with fatigue and erratic heart rate. I am looking for any help that I can get.
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Daniel Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

How could I not support your work? I gain so much from it.

I wonder if you could write about molecular manufacturing. I read Eric Drexler's book on the subject in

1986 and was fascinated (and frightened) by the possibilities.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you. Never heard of this one. Will look it up when I have time.
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Noël King Writes Blue Skies Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

This is an excellent post, thank you!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you.
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Turfseer Writes Turfseer’s Newsletter Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Thank you for pointing out the REAL “emergency” that’s going on: the denial of vaccine injury. The powers

that be on the other hand would like us to believe the real emergency was deaths due to so-called Covid.

Promoting this false idea of an emergency is how they get so many to take their clot shots. It is imperative

that we continually dispel their notion of an “emergency.” We must recognize at the outset there was a

tremendous amount of over exaggeration by the media. Here in NY the Javits Center for example was

empty. I met people who went down there and spoke to EMS drivers who said so. As for the hospitals many

were not overflowing as many would LIKE to believe. If some were crowded that's because of the panic

instilled by these exaggerated news reports. Most of the deaths were typically of the elderly due to pre-

existing conditions. In China and Northern Italy atypical pneumonia due to longstanding air pollution. Many

deaths were caused by iatrogenic treatment--giving people Remdesivir which caused kidney failure and

then putting them on ventilators. The PCR tests cannot diagnose infection. It does not measure viral load.

All it does is declare that you have a "case" of Covid, the vast majority being asymptomatic. But the CDC

falsely uses these "case" numbers to make people believe there is a "pandemic." The problem is that so-

called "science" today is nothing more than a religion. It's because too many people trust the "experts"

and believe whatever they’re told without investigating viewpoints outside the mainstream.

THE EMERGENCY. Unending fake public health “emergencies” enable global elites to maintain an iron grip

on a worldwide population living in fear. Listen to Turfseer’s new song. https://turfseer.substack.com/p/the-

emergency
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Grape Soda Sep 23 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

“In the years to come, the consequences of this disaster will become more and more evident to the public”

I can only hope you are correct about this.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Me too!
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Old_Mainer Sep 23

AMD,

You are so free with your personal anecdotes that I worry for your anonymity. I hope you salt your stories

liberally with completely made up people, situations and outcomes that reflect your reality but confuse

your identity.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Me too! I try to make them vague enough that they are hard to tie to anyone.
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Just_Henry Sep 23

Great article! Regarding taking control with respect to cancer treatment there are those willing to try a little

to no risk treatment like fenbendazole and those that never would. It’s quite amazing that some people

would rather die under a doctor’s care than survive under their own https://fenbendazole.substack.com
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Kika Sep 23

Thank you for an inspirational and important article. One point - a friend knows a person from North Korea.

This person says you are far more free in North Korea than we in the West.

Don't be fooled - question the propaganda.

I don't know if this is true about North Korea, but I know that any country which does not bow down to the

U.S. is demonised, in the same way that anyone who does not bow down to the new religions of viruses

and climate change is now beginning to be shunned. SPEAK UP NOW!
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 23 Author

It's possible I am wrong here, but everything I've consistent with North Korea having one of the worst

governments in the world.
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Kika Sep 23

I don't know the truth as I've never been to N. Korea but I do know that our current mainstream

media will spew out propaganda for any country or person who will not bow down the "the

powers who would like to be". e.g. Anti Russian propaganda is now popular in the West.

So now I question everything and am finding out that many of my long-held beliefs have been

false. Its an exciting and enlightening time in many ways. Age of Pisces (I believe) to Age of

Aquarius (I know).
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Joe_H Writes Joe_H’s Newsletter Sep 23

Don't know re NK but I've lived in an work frequently in the Middle East. Just back from working

in Saudi. I actually feel freer there than in Ireland where the level of self-censorship is

extraordinarily suffocating. Ppl in Saudi are normal with feet on the ground. They talk fairly openly

about vax injuries and deaths. That perspective outside of the West shows me clearly how

propagandised and brainwashed much of the West is today (Ireland's a particularly bad case of

it due to our relentless consensus culture).
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Letsrock Sep 23 · edited Sep 23

I just watched a doc video the other day about the Otto Warmbier case. The narrator was I

believe Korean. Yes the govt is quite brutal, the people are fed incessant and horrifically untrue

propaganda about the US.
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shiyen Sep 23

Letsrock: There's an absolutely wonderful *Comic book*, of all things, about North Korea --

it's called Pyongyang by the (French Canadian) Guy Delisle.

I read it over a decade before Covid, and, according to him, the propaganda about the USA

was that they were war-mongers that wanted to destroy national cultures. Years later, it's

clear that the USA, or at least the (((USA))) is an empire devoted to war-mongering, in order

to destroy national coherence.

Take that as you will.

ShiYen
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Doug Sep 23

That is so true. When I am open-minded on even possibilities like this, it shows how badly we cannot

trust anything we are told.
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ArnoldF Sep 23 · edited Sep 24

principiis obsta. finim respice. Resist the beginnings. Consider the end.

MDR, thank you for this excellent piece! I recommend a book called They Thought They Were Free, by

Milton Mayer (UChicago) written in the 1960s about 10 average Germans who survived the war. This is a

free chapter (and I think the best chapter).

https://press.uchicago.edu/Misc/Chicago/511928.html

He highlights exactly the point you brought up that once a tyranny sets in, freedom of thought and speech

become harder and harder to manage. You say we are not North Korea--I must beg to differ that we are

well on the way. The actions by the democrat party in the non-stop frontal assault on President Trump and

now three years later bringing to trial and locking up men and women coerced by wicked men to enter into

the capital on J6 shows me that we have crossed the rubicon. Everyone needs to understand where this is

going unless it is stopped.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you; I'll try to read it.
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Patti Sep 23

You have been one of the best and strongest voices since this ridiculousness started and I'm grateful to

you for your forthrightness and honesty. I admit I'm saddened to hear that you are, or maybe were, a

Democrat as I view that party in a very negative light. Having been a conservative since my teens I

instinctly knew Big Government was bad - low and behold DC is a fetid swamp. Government is by far the

biggest employer in the country. We've only gotten more taxed, more regulations and more corruption over

the years. Liberals have ruined this country and it makes me sick to see the slide towards fascism. It is

accelerating quickly. I'm afraid something very drastic will need to happen to reverse course. Having said

that I very much appreciate your take on things. I read your substack before most others and always learn

something valuable. Thank you!
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Crixcyon Sep 23

Big pharma drugs, vaccines and mRNA gene altering injections are all very capable of creating severe

injuries and murdering the people who use them. Big pharma and the modern stone age medical mafia

want to keep this a secret forever. They do not want the fact that 100's of thousands of people and

patients are being murdered by drugs of all kinds every year to become known by the majority.
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Joseph Unger Writes Joseph’s Substack Sep 24

I do hope that this is not just a personal rant but serves as an educational story. A little over seven years

ago my wife was prescribed a medication for hypertension. As a holistic physician I was not approving

especially since her blood pressure was not very high and there are other, natural interventions that could

have been explored.

She is a small person and has always been sensitive to drugs so they began with half the normal dose.

Nothing changed so they opted to a full dose. The first night on the new dosage of losartan we spent in the

emergency room with her having hallucinations. This was clearly an indication to me of some brain breach.

Starting that very night, continuing until today, she spends 16 to 18 hours a day in bed.

Her primary care “physician” emphatically claimed that losartan could not possibly cause the symptoms

and insisted she remain on it. With urgings from her entire family (except me) she continued and became

increasingly depressed. Then began the collection of antidepressants that made no difference whatsoever.

I outlined all of this information in a report that I took to primary care person. She looked it over, gave me

the eye roll and handed it back to me. It did not enter her records at all. The drugs continued until she

voluntarily stopped after three and half years.

The damage had thoroughly embedded itself by then. She is void of most emotion and has complete

aphasia. Will not see people even her aging mother. Finally got to a new primary care doctor who

acknowledge that there must be some problem and authorized an MRI. The radiology report described the

study as “normal”. While I am just the stupid chiropractor, I could see areas of degeneration and purchased

another radiological evaluation. It came back as normal. (Why I did not see that one coming?)

Finally, the primary authorized a neurological consultation with an expert in brain degenerative diseases.

He quickly diagnosed the FTLD (frontotemporal lobar degeneration) and confirmed my analysis of the

MRI. He confided to me that FTLD is thought to be genetically induced in a small number of cases which

have an asymmetrical presentation on the MRI. When the disease is triggered by external causes (such as

losartan) the MRI demonstrates symmetrical degeneration. Understandably, he would not go as far as toExpand full comment
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Sadly I see things like this all the time. The really unfortunate part is that if you aren't careful with how

you do it, those doctors may report you to the medical board for giving advice they don't agree with.
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Joseph Unger Writes Joseph’s Substack Sep 24

Thanks for the warning.
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Sep 24

As ever, my profound thanks to you for posting.

re: Unspoken rules. I just received a newsletter from one of my long-time professional associations. The

president declares that he is very concerned about censorship, he thinks that freedom of speech is vitally

important., and therefore we should report to him any instances of censorship in our communities.

Well, what does this mean, really? It means please report on your local elementary school for having

removed or reshelved an LGBTQ+ book. It means anyone complaining about books discussing sex and

gender being made available to underage children in public schools is some sort of fascist Trumpoazoid,

and must be fought, tooth, pen, and nail!

Unspoken: it would be a tremendous faux pas to mention anything, anything at all of the massive, heavy-

handed censorship of the plaintiffs in Missouri v. Biden.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

People always want freedom of speech for everyone except those they disagree with.
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ExcessDeathsAU Writes ExcessDeathsAU Sep 23

Society rewards cowards.

We pretend it does not.

But it does.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

I think a more accurate statement is that it places them in positions of authority so they can be relied

upon to enforce the status quo.
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ExcessDeathsAU Writes ExcessDeathsAU Sep 24

Respectfully, I meant everyone in society, particularly our co-workers who let the unjabbed hit

the barbed wire while they stayed silent, knowing it was wrong. Unless they are vaccine-injured,

their lives stayed exactly the same while we lost everything.

Click my icon to see the people who walked away en masse and forced the government's hand.
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shiyen Sep 23

Well... (((our))) society does...
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Howard Sep 23

Thank you for this very thoughtful article. I feel quite devastated about the way society has been divided

by these toxic injections. At a personal level this has resulted in damage to or complete loss of many

relationships I valued. Because of this, I feel my life has fundamentally changed and not in a good way. We

were all, to a greater or lesser extent subjected to traumatic stress by the measures and this continues with

the censorship / cancelling.

That all of this is happening across the world just because an elitist bunch of power crazy people want

more power is monstrous. They way forward and out of this breakdown is I think, and in the way you have

described, in reaching out to people in a non threatening way but in a way that invites the other person to

hear you. I am reminded about The Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner by Samuel Taylor Coleridge where the

Ancient Mariner gets the attention of someone who is on his way to a wedding.

He holds him with his glittering eye—

The Wedding-Guest stood still,

And listens like a three years' child:

The Mariner hath his will.

The Wedding-Guest sat on a stone:

He cannot choose but hear;

And thus spake on that ancient man,

The bright-eyed Mariner.

At the end of the Mariner’s painful story, the wedding guest emerges as a different person.

He went like one that hath been stunned,

And is of sense forlorn:

A sadder and a wiser man,

He rose the morrow morn.

I think this is the end result which we would like to achieve.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you too.
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Beth Sep 23

Two years ago my friend’s 25 year old daughter was forced to have all of the childhood vaccinations

redone over a two month period before De Paul University would let her start the nursing program. It had

been determined through a blood test that all of the antibodies from those vaxxes were gone. That is on

top of 2 Covid shots and two boosters. Just this past Monday her colon was removed as she had severe

ulcerative colitis that would not respond to any treatment. Do you think this could have been caused by all

these vaxxes? There is no family history for it and symptoms of a problem started 6 months ago but she

was dismissed by doctors at that time that there was a problem. My friend doesn’t want to hear that it

could be due to the vaxxes because she encouraged her daughter to get all of them. I feel so bad for all of

them. It’s a horrifying situation.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 · edited Sep 24 Author

Meningitis vaccine is linked to inflammatory issues with the colon.
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Sep 26

Hi Beth,

If she hasn't already, when she feels up to it, I would highly recommend that your friend's daughter

view the YouTube series by https://www.youtube.com/@VeganOstomy

The guy who made these videos is a vegan, but whatever, it's full of superb practical advice from

someone who has lived the experience. Another excellent source of information is on the Stealthbelt

page.

But back to the question of vaccine injuries. What's very interesting to me is that a good number of

the people who get ostomies are young people who get them because of severely debilitating IBS

and Krohn's syndrome. And I cannot say it hasn't occured to me that these autoimmune problems

could be adverse reactions to vaccines. The data on ostomies is rather startling. See:

https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/ostomy-care-market

See also https://www.ostomy.org/
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Beth Sep 27

Thank you. I will suggest the series to her.
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Sep 27 · edited Sep 27

I hope it helps.
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ShastaBetty Sep 23

Yes, it is truly frightening how in denial people can be. My sister got the Pfizer jab and soon after was

exposed to Covid. Her husband would never admit it was the jab that did it. insisted it was Covid. He

wouldn't even look at the information I sent him re protocols to help her. She went to the hospital,

immediately put on a vent and died two months later when both lungs collapsed. I haven't spoken to him

since he phoned me to let me know she died.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

This was one of the most common ways the COVID vaccine killed people.
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Thomas Lewis Writes Useless Liberal Sep 23

.

The Covid Fallen

And Those That Continue To Die

Every Day

Weren't Prepared For This War.

Who Among You Expected Them To Be ?

And Who Still Does ?

It Is A Serious Question.

And If You Can't Get Past That.

You Are Not Prepared Either.

.
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Em's Rule Writes Em's Newsletter Sep 23

Allowing any healthcare (broadly defined) worker the power to prescribe drugs would lessen the

stranglehold doctors have over healthcare. The ability to prescribe drugs is similar to colleges and

universities controlling the credentialing process in this country.
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Daniel Kirsner Sep 24

Or allowing anyone to legally obtain any drugs without scripts, as per my libertarian fantasy.
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Fast Eddy Sep 23

The most important thing anyone needs to know about why this is happening ... is....

We are steaming oil out of sand.

Think about that
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Freedomisnotfree Sep 23

" steaming" ?
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Fast Eddy Sep 23

Yes steaming https://youtu.be/nJzseWUFE4g?t=176
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Freedomisnotfree Sep 23

Thank you.

Interesting how oil is " harvested " and that Canada supplies so much to the US.
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Lawrence Butts Writes Lawrence’s Newsletter Sep 23

Change is definitely on the horizon for our entire civilization. We can (the ones left alive) can rebuild our

world and our medical establishment to serve the interests of the people instead of making greedy

bastards rich. Yup - there is nothing like a made man mass extinction event to wipe the slate clean for a “do

over”. 75% of the United States had been poisoned by a genetic poison that will sooner than later injure or

kill all of them. And if that is not “bad enough” we now have the potential for an immune escape variant

that will potentially kill the vaccinated like the Black Plaque. It seems to me that nothing really matters until

we can get all the vaccinated buried. Then we can find the ones who did this and hang them. Then we can

build a new world. The end.
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ArnoldF Sep 23 · edited Sep 23

Lawrence, the bible speaks to the time we are. It does not end well. Truth and justice will only come

when Messiah Jesus returns. Do not take the mark of beast which appears to be coming sooner than

later.
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Lawrence Butts Writes Lawrence’s Newsletter Sep 23

So tomorrow I have a post coming that you will like. Until then here is post I did a couple years

ago that was a poem from my book of poetry....the poem is called: "To Defeat the Beast" I would

be money that you will like this poem.
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Lynn Sep 29

I recall watching Pierre Kory on The Highwire some time last year talking about his experience with the

banned treatments for Covid, and I remember (because my jaw dropped) he said - when asked by Del

Bigtree about his stance on vaccines - that he is not anti-vax because has six kids and that they received

about 300 vaccines in total (doses, that is, not 300 vaccines). I wonder if his kids have any side effects

from those 300 jabs.
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Gregory Sep 26

“I’d never be like those Germans who let Hitler rise to power” I don’t think that narrative is working

anymore.
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Lynn Sep 26

I figured out I was vaccine injured about 6 years ago and have been living with this damage for over 6

decades. I tell everyone and anyone. The best part about my vaccine injury is that is was the polio vaccine.

And everyone believes in the polio vaccine. But truth be told it has caused untold damage - so much so

people don't even know they are damaged by it. That's why I speak up.
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Laura Kasner Sep 25

Doc - you told me sometime ago, "you are just going to have to wait for the world to change".

Indeed it is. And I will never stop speaking out no matter the consequences.

Take a look at what I recently asked of my state AG:

https://rumble.com/v3eh99q-shocking-ohio-attorney-general-claims-no-authority-to-investigate-c19-

death.html
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 25 Author

: )
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Sep 27

For those who don't do video:

Shocking! Ohio Attorney General Claims 'No Authority to Investigate' C19 Deaths and Injuries from

C19 'vaccine' (AKA Bioweapon)

joesansone, posted September 3, 2023

https://rumble.com/v3eh99q-shocking-ohio-attorney-general-claims-no-authority-to-investigate-

c19-death.html

hat tip: https://josephsansone.substack.com/p/shocking-ohio-attorney-general-claims

Video description: "Ohio Attorney General Dave Yost shockingly tells audience that he does not have

the authority to investigate the deaths and injuries as a result of the C19 'vaccine' (bioweapon).

Patriot Laura Kasner confronts him with a white fibrous blood clot in a jar and asks how many have to

die and get injured before he will investigate. His answer ended up quoting his mom that two wrongs

do not make a right..."

TRANSCRIPT

TRANSCRIBER'S NOTE: This was filmed at a Republican Party meeting in Strongsville, Ohio on

August 16, 2023. From the between the backs of the heads and shoulders of two audience members,

we see Attorney General of Ohio Dave Yost at the podium. Laura Kasner stands before him, however

we only see her arm and hand, and then, as she reads from her prepared speech, her back. When she

finishes reading, we see her return to her seat, and then she remains off camera.

LAURA KASNER: [During a meeting of the Ohio Embalmers Association held in Columbus]* in

October of 2022 almost all of the 200, I'm sorry, 100 embalmers present at that meeting said they

were seeing unusual white fibrous clots in the veins and arteries of the bodies they embalmed. These

clots were not seen until shortly after the covid shots rolled out in January of 2021.*** Here is a vial of

these clots. [She holds up the vial] It'll creep you out so I won't ask you to hold them.
Expand full comment
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David Roy Writes The Heathen Scientist Sep 25 · edited Sep 25

I’ve often said that there are so many inconsistencies in the “them vs. us” and “the elite are responsible”

types of rhetoric because:

1. They are far away from being viable explanations rooted in facts that can pass muster.

2. They direct the individual into entrapment rather than freedom.

.

.

The inconvenient reality is that everyone has a hand in all this whether they are aware of it or not.

It is always easy to look at this or that leader and point the finger of blame at them because the leader

constitutes centralization which removes from people the need to find responsibility in themselves.

But the reality is that a leader needs a follower just like an abuser who needs a victim. Otherwise their role

cannot exist. A leader cannot lead in a vacuum. Therefore, the greater responsibility always lies with the

individual.

In other words, Hitler declaring the extermination of the Jewish people was never the root of the problem.

The root of the problem is how millions believed it was necessary.

.

.

Everyone talks about wars, about political issues, about Covid, about this thing and the other thing,

everyone has their own plan and their own theory. Everyone sees that nothing is done the way they think

things should be done. It always seems to people that others are doing things incorrectly, or that things

could be done better.

But they do not understand, and do not want to understand, that what has been done, and especially whatExpand full comment
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Elizabeth Krispin Writes Elizabeth’s Substack Sep 25

IMPORTANT FOR THE DOC........ QUESTION..... In this article, you mention the incidence of ‘Sudden Death’

closely associated with, I believe that you said, the second vax. MY QUESTION IS... are you and your

colleagues seeing AN INCREASED INCIDENCE OF SUDDEN DEATH CONTINUING potentially a year or

two after the vaxes were taken? Say for instance, someone had 2 or 3 doses in 2021, but NONE SINCE?! In

a case like this, are you still seeing increases in sudden death, or death while sleeping?

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR RESPONDING!!! 

😁🙏❤🕊
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 25 Author

This is from Ed Dowd's data.
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Elizabeth Krispin Writes Elizabeth’s Substack Sep 25

Hi, thank you. I am not surprised it is from Ed’s data. But specifically me question is: is the

INCREASED INCIDENCE OF SUDDEN DEATH just right after the vaccine is taken or could it

potentially still happen 2-3 years later?? Say for instance, someone had 2 or 3 doses in 2021,

but NONE in all this time since?
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Elizabeth Krispin Writes Elizabeth’s Substack Sep 25

Just trying to find out if you drop dread right after the vaccine or if you could drop dead

several years later. 

😁😁😁😁

 what a heck of a question to be worried about???? 

😁
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 25 Author

In my limited observation, the risk is primarily closer to taking the vaccine rather than

years out, but at the same time there really is no way to know or answer this at the

present time.
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Elizabeth Krispin Writes Elizabeth’s Substack Sep 25

Thank you Doc, we are so very grateful for your writings!!!
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Bitterroot Services Sep 25

Some of you may think I am going out on a limb here, but here goes anyway: Fauci was a eugenist first and

a doctor in his position was a way to further his population reduction goals.

HIV/AIDS and AZT was just a test run to see how people would respond, even gays. Once he knew that

America, including Doctors and other Health Care Providers could be counted on to follow his lead, (all

except a few of them), the stage was set for the Covid-19 double bio-weapon scenario.

Time would need to pass to allow for memories to fade and also for the choice of a viral agent to be altered

via gain of function, a "cure" that was at least as deadly as the "disease" to be perfected, patented, and

given EUA status via the regulating agencies and a carefully created narrative ready to hit the MSM

airwaves. It would also take time to either place the right people in the right positions in agencies like the

FDA and CDC, or if the right people could not be found, the time to corrupt those who were there or

enough of them to put the fear of job loss and demonization into those who would not bow to corruption

via the promise of great riches.

The only fear of failure Fauci, Birxs, Collins, et all had was the fear of discovery prior to carrying out their

dastardly deed.

A corrupt and complicit MSM was easily bought off and became a critical component of the "plan."

The big problem was how to get the Physicians, other Health Care Providers and the people to buy into

their own demise.

The answer was known all along-greed. The problem was "how to guarantee participation" in the plan.

Answers: 1. The clout and money of big Pharma-remember Pfizer was already the criminal enterprise that

had paid the largest criminal penalty in history. 2. Get the researchers like Peter Dyzak and others to come

on board. 3. Come up with a way to have State Boards of Medicine, Pharmacy, and Medical Speciality

Boards and the American Hospital Association to support the desired narrative.

The rest is, as they say, "history." This devilish plan was a smashing success.
Expand full comment
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Ed megill Writes Ed’s Substack Sep 24

Not only remarkable; but, Sad and “Not Good”. Many of My Friends, much more intelligent than me, took “

The Bait”. My Heart is Heavy. Ed
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

One of my beliefs is that there are different types of intelligent and classical intelligence has nothing

to do with resistance to mind control.
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Ed megill Writes Ed’s Substack Sep 25 · edited Sep 25

It is very interesting to me. Some of the individuals that I “run” with are literally absolutely brilliant.

Most have been “vaccinated “ twice. I got through to a couple of Best Friends as They trust My

judgment/background; but, I feel like I did not get through to enough. “Hey, It is Your personal

choice”. What I am seeing now is just Pink Floyd, “Mother, Is It Time To Build The Wall”, i.e. -

Around My Heart, Brain and Soul…And, They are all in denial.. “Hey, It is Your personal choice”…

Problems = Heart, Neurological, Aggressive and/or recurrent cancers, auto-immune…You name

it. And, They are all in denial except for one (actually 2…I will leave out their inappropriate

language here). Ed

Edit - Stupid electronic device.
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Daniel Kirsner Sep 24

The content of this one is fantastic; my only quibble is that the typo content is higher than usual. If you

need/want someone to do a quick proofreading run-through prior to publishing, I'm game...
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

My internet died when I was putting this together so I was a bit constrained on my ability to correct

typos.

Main points are:

•If I spend a lot of time going after typos, my output gets halved. Everyone I've asked said higher

output is more important.

•Working with editors takes a lot of time because I have to review everything they do and I have not

yet found a person who does not make incorrect edits and or put stylistic things in that they feel

should be there but are not.
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Daniel Kirsner Sep 24 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

I hear you; none of the typos prevent readers from clearly understanding the meaning of your

words.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you. I do always correct the typos people send me though!
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Elizabeth Krispin Writes Elizabeth’s Substack Sep 25

So kind of you Dan, for offering.
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Kathy Sep 23

AMD: Thank you, again, for an amazing discussion. Because I am willing to consider the possibility that I

am wrong :), I will say "I think" that the point of this discussion on “Why are vaccine injured patients

silenced” is not about the propaganda machine in charge of the silencing, but the reason that we allow

ourselves to be silenced or to join hands with the propaganda machine (financed by those who believe

they are the ruling party) and be a part of the silenced.

I propose this summary: Regarding doctors, they have very little time to try to help the patient. If we are to

be honest, we have to acknowledge that in reality each patient is a person that is a highly unique being

with an exponential number of factors that contribute to them being a “patient.” With a short time available

to them, the way a doctor copes with this unique complicated being patient is to rely on their education

that taught them a fairly static list of reasons and treatment behind the symptoms that the patient

presents. For doctors to make the decisions they must make, quickly, they have to have confidence in this

set of reasons and the treatment.

In addition, doctors are supporting their families just as the rest of us are doing. Perhaps, given their

incomes, they have also placed themselves at greater financial risk for loss if they do not continue to see

patients quickly using their list of reasons and treatment behind symptoms. So as you (AMD said), any

deviation away from the list of reasons and subsequent treatments could then be “proof” that they had

been in error before.

To me, this makes doctors vulnerable to manipulation by those who believe they are the ruling party

(Neocons) and their propaganda machine.

Next, the patient wants to believe that they are really just a simple organism, not a unique being with an

exponential number of factors that contribute to their disability. They generally do not want to study their

unique and complicated makeup. They do not want to think, they want a fast fix and to be told by an

authority figure what they must do, and ideally that is a pill(s) that requires very little effort on their part. I

don’t think most people are independent thinkers. Sadly, many people are also very lazy. They want theExpand full comment
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 23 Author

Thank you very much. I completely agree with this. My approach is just to do cash pay and stay with

patients as long as I feel I need to figure out what's wrong with them and how to fix it. As the years

have gone by I've gotten faster, but the trade off was that initially I had to take a lower salary so I could

learn/figure out what I needed to do to fix the issues people came to me with; and sadly most of that

was simply not possible to learn during my residency :(
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Kathy Sep 24

Your patients (readers) thank you for your ethics! There are benefits from this plandemic. For

those of us who are able to question our previously held world views, we have writings such as

yours, Dr. Mercola, and many others available to us to help us find truth and find our way. Thank

you.
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Kathy Sep 24

I meant to say your patients (and readers)
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Joy Lucette Garner Writes Joy’s Newsletter Sep 23

Uh, I think they're being silenced because this is an EXTERMINATION and it's harder to get away with

when people are allowed to talk about it.
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Tim Holt Writes Tim’s Substack Sep 23

This is war. If you are vaxx injured , you took a hit. Vaxx has nothing to do with health! It is extermination of

the burdensome and injuries for the rest. They will profit from those injuries as your friends spiral

downward until death. This has been happening for 100 plus years.
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Thomas Lewis Writes Useless Liberal Sep 23

.

Imagine Being So Obedient

To The Words Of Others

That You Would Rather Die

Or Watch Others Die

Than Speak For Yourself.

I Couldn't For A Second.

.
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Michelle Flower Sep 23

I watched a DocuDrama on Netflix last night called Painkiller. It was about the marketing of Oxycontin. Its

frightening how these pharmaceutical companies get away with it.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

What's even more frightening is that 99% of the drugs no one realizes how badly they were

marketed. In the case of the opioids that they made enough of a mess for America that the

companies got bankrupted (and hence can no longer defend the drugs) and it became politically

acceptable to attack them.
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Letsrock Sep 23

But what kills me is they'll give it out willy nilly to anyone EXCEPT THOSE WHO LEGITIMATELY NEED

IT!!! WTF???
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

It's very depressing to see chronic pain patients in that situation.
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Letsrock Sep 24

Thank you for your compassion. I'm one of them.
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shiyen Sep 23

What killed me is why they had a "strong female black lesbian" involved in a story about white

Americans. I stopped after 20 min. Propaganda shouldn't be *that* blatant.

ShiYen
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BG13 Sep 23

That knowledge of North Korea ...

We are told ... Scientists say ... Common knowledge ... Everybody knows. A fairy tale, Alice in Wonderland?

Isn't this the same pattern of propaganda?
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Letsrock Sep 23

No.
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Hannahlehigh Sep 23

I find this story sad because I know there are many more like him. Doctors who gaslight their patients

should be fired and arrested for letting them die. Money isn't the most important thing in life, caring and

love is, I wish doctors would realize that.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

It's always sad to see how people are enslaved by money.
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Motoko Sep 23

Yes, I think it is this ‘self-censorship’ that is keeping many silenced. I too, am slightly more cautious in

saying anything after experiencing so much rebuttal over the past three years. I therefore deeply

appreciate your writing.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 23 Author

That's why it's called the silent majority.
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B. Orpington Sep 23

I vaccinated some mice once. After pathogen challenge they survived and got better... almost. They slowly

started to look worse, like an autoimmune condition, and some went blind. They were all clear of the

pathogen. I was told the study wasn't designed to look for those results we couldn't accurately report

anything about it so it was just dropped.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

I wish I hadn't pinned lots of posts already. Please leave this comment on the next article it's relevant

for.
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Freedomisnotfree Sep 23

We hope you don't work there anymore and warn others of the same.

That is what we have to do in these times. Seek the truth ( you know what it was in this instance ) and

move toward that which is good.
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Elizabeth Krispin Writes Elizabeth’s Substack Sep 23

Thank you AMD.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you.
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M. Dowrick Oct 5

Could not agree more
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chebby Oct 1

Midwest Doc, I truly appreciate your articles (I am a paying subscriber after all) and your subject matter

expertise and going above and beyond to spread a message that needs to be spread. That said, I disagree

with your assessment regarding "However, even if it’s uncomfortable, there is always a way you can speak

out against what is happening without ruining your life in the process. Sometimes it’s not as much as we’d

like—for instance almost every prominent COVID dissident I know is very patient and strategic with how

they pushed the Overton window (the currently permitted range of discourse)." You must realize the ability

to "push the Overton Window" regarding COVID treatments and the COVID Vax injuries was less about

you and those that chose to be "patient and strategic." It was always more about all those doctors that

went before you and did not delay in going public, no matter what the consequences (FLCCC Alliance

comes to mind). These doctors accepted the consequences so as not to let this "gnaw at their soul" for a

single moment or choose to wait for that moment there was no longer any consequences to them publicly

speaking out. You good sir and the others have been literally standing on the shoulders of giants,

preaching the message from there. Keep doing all that you are doing and never fail to acknowledge those

whose sacrifices were greatest in being the first to come out of the foxhole and engage the enemy of truth.
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ML :: SotR Writes Sibyl of the Rhyme Sep 29

Wonderful. Thank you 

🙏
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Mike Gustine Sep 29

"This powerlessness is an awful thing to experience, and many people I’ve spoken to have repeatedly

emphasized how much submitting to it gnaws at their soul."

You can count me among those people. As far as I am aware, I was not injured by the vaccine, but I was not

planning to take it until it became clear I could lose my job and many friends. My father was a scientist and

seemed to have bought the whole covid vax will save us routine. I finally relented, thinking to myself, "what

if I'm wrong?". I'm not a scientist or health professional by any stretch, did terrible in science classes in

school, so rather than trusting my gut and the truth tellers I was reading that caused my skepticism, I gave

in. I knew that having recovered from covid I didn't even need it, but I still did it. This has bothered me ever

since and probably will continue to. So I do speak out whenever possible. For instance, my parents got

covid after their 3rd booster (about 3 weeks after) and I told my scientist Dad that that made sense

because there was no evidence it prevented transmission and spread and even if you believe the

"authorities" they had admitted by then that any protection lasted a few weeks, at best. He said he hadn't

seen or heard anything like that and his doctors certainly hadn't told him that. I left it at that, but consider

his age (82) I don't really expect him to change his views (though many years ago I got him to admit that

science is never settled, when we were disagreeing about global warming "science").

Anyway, your writing has been a huge help to me and all the commenters here and other places have

helped me realize that I'm not alone and that I wasn't wrong back in 2021 when I didn't want to get the

shot. I wish there were more doctors like you out there, though I'm sure there are they are just hard to find.
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Claude L. Johnson Jr. Sep 27

AMD, as someone with Sickle Cell Disease, your posts about zeta potential have had me seeking to

experiment with anything to improve zeta potential as a possible treatment for my SCD. Some of the things

you have mentioned have worked for me (and my C-19 vax injured mother). I'd love to hear more about

your thoughts on the relationship between SCD and reduced zeta potential. It seems like a possible game

changer for the field.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 27 Author

In theory, treating zeta potential may also improve SCD (as the sickling process is similar to blood

cells clumping together), but since I've never had a patient with the disorder who was interested in

exploring this, I have no actual evidence to say it does or does not work. My guess is that the degree

to which improving zeta potential will improve it affects the person is probably dependent on how

severe their condition was to begin with.

The first thought I had was to see if anyone had reported trying earthing (the simplest but not most

effective way to improve zeta potential) for SCD, and while it did not appear anyone had, I did find a

very encouraging report for a related condition: https://www.barefoothealing.com.au/n/how-earthing-

may-help-reverse-anemia-disorders/5853

In the list of therapies I put together to improve zeta potential in the article on that subject, I chose the

ones I think are safe, but I honestly don't know if there's some really odd interaction with SCD I'm not

aware of.
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Removed Sep 27

Comment removed
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 27 Author

Also I am terribly sorry about your sister.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 27 Author

Thank you! That's wonderful. As a quick apology I will need to delete your comment for the

reasons outlined in that post.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Claude L. Johnson Jr. Sep 27

Understood. I was afraid of being that specific for that reason however it did appear to

work well for my SCD. I will try additional therapies to see how well they work too. The

grounding/earthing mats are something I hope to put to the test immediately.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 28 Author

That would be amazing if that's the treatment for SCD; just because that's

something medicine has struggled so much with for centuries and my solution is

relatively simple and affordable.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Claude L. Johnson Jr. Sep 30

AMD, what would you say is *the* most effective way to improve zeta

potential? I recently started Earthing as well however your earlier comment

has me wondering. I am of course familiar with your post about improving

zeta potential which reads as a comprehensive guide as opposed to

recommending a particular approach. Just curious as to what you think is

most effective and why?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 30 Author

Honest answer is that it really depends on a person by person basis but

I tried to list everything I knew in that post.
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Help Needed in KS Sep 27

"NIH also did the exact same thing to Laetrile.". ?? Could/would you expand on this topic or point me in a

good direction, please? My mother had Laetrile treatments back in the late 70's with this.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 27 Author

It's covered in this book:

https://www.amazon.com/Doctored-Results-Ralph-W-Moss/dp/1881025527

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Betty Walters Sep 27

Off-Topic but my browser, Edge, has blocked your links to Pierre Kory's Medical Musings.

LIKED (1) REPLY SHARE

Fast Eddy Sep 26

WATCH THIS https://twitter.com/MAVERIC68078049/status/1705631832996499735

How could they know any of this

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Dan Felzer Sep 26

I am tryig out a device called Quantum Resonace Magnetic Analyzer. Are you familiar with it? If so do you

think it is 80 - 90% accurate?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 26 Author

If it works the way I think it does, I am familiar with the technology, but I am not familiar with the device

so I can't ethically comment on it.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Ts14 Writes Tanner’s Newsletter Sep 26

Do treatments for impaired zeta potential have any positive effect for those with sickle cell anemia?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 26 Author

Theoretically yes, but it's never come up for us.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Ts14 Writes Tanner’s Newsletter Sep 26

The reason I ask is a friends mother has sickle cell and she has asked me if I have ever heard of

anything that’s might be helpful. I haven’t been able to find any helpful information for her. Would

your series on zeta potential be applicable?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 26 Author

My guess is yes but I can't say with certainty.
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Elizabeth Krispin Writes Elizabeth’s Substack Sep 25

AMD - We stand with you. Thank you for all you do. Thank you for speaking truth.!!!!!!

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 28 Author

Thank you

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Amanita P Sep 25

What you describe in this essay is so infuriating because the fear of speaking up about vaccine injury

reinforces the status quo. It insures that the dangers of MRna vaccines will continue to be swept under the

rug. I wonder how many of these vaccine injured doctors are still recommending boosters, etc. to their

patients even as they themselves suffer. It is untenable. I hope the vaccine injured can overcome their fear

so that they an get the help they need and shed light on this issue. If they don't, they are part of the

problem.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Big E Writes Big E’s Big Mouth Substack Sep 25

As always, your posts are beautiful, wise, insightful, well sourced, and -- perhaps most important --

inspiring to your readers and all those who receive the articles when we share them.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 25 Author

Thank you : )

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Penny Hodgson Writes Transforming Trauma Sep 25

Brilliant! As always!!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Nakita Sep 25

The “vaccine” injured sound like rape victims of yore.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Just Comment Writes Just’s Substack Sep 25

Embalmer Reveals 50% of Bodies Containing “White, Fibrous” Clots Since April/May 2021

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/09/podcast-interview-embalmer-reveals-50-bodies-

containing-white/?utm_source=Email&utm_medium=the-gateway-

pundit&utm_campaign=dailypm&utm_content=2023-09-25

LIKE REPLY SHARE

H8SBAD Sep 24

I really enjoyed this.Thanks!

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Joseph Little Sep 24

Author: typo alert. “That patients can TOLERATE”

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 · edited Sep 24 Author

thank you; fixed.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Joseph Little Sep 25

You're doing a job that is much appreciated!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Cloudyskye77 Sep 24

https://www.cell.com/biophysj/pdf/S0006-3495(21)03893-5.pdf

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

What is the connection between this and the post?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Cloudyskye77 Sep 25

So sorry ! ... I had the wrong window open ! ... Seems I cannot 'multi task' these same, these days

xx
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Obedient Subject Sep 24

I and many others in my sphere of thought feel there is NO WAY for the

CDC/FDA/NIH/FBI/CIA/IRS/DEA/EPA and all the other 3 letter agencies to get back to serving the

American people. How do we back away from having armed EPA and IRS agents? IF-IF-IF we had a

Congress and Executive branch serving We the People we could shutter and reformulate. Doing such a

thing now, with the Uniparty in power, would simply exacerbate the situation.

-

None in my family want to hear any of this so they don't hear it from me. If a receptive listener is found, it's

not difficult to frighten them into hiding under their bed for the rest of their lives. :-(

LIKE REPLY SHARE

William Robert Keeney Writes William’s Substack Sep 24

I would be interested in a statistical survey on the percentage of people who are "Purebloods", like my wife

and I, and have not watched any television since before 2019. My guess is that the correlation would be

very high.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Very likely; it's depressing when you have a relative who watches TV all day and then believes a lot of

it regardless of what you tell them.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Neal Leiman Sep 24

I take great exception to your definition and use of the term soft power. What you call soft power are just

variants on the spectrum of hard power . Hard power is defined as the use or threat of fraud or force. Fraud

is important because it means you are purposely being misinformed to get you to do something. Fraud or

administrative law or bully pulpits are all on the spectrum of hard power . Soft power is all forms of

agreements of voluntary interchange .

I have a motto , maximize soft power and minimize hard power.

I created this to help me in discussions with family and friends. In the spirit of open space. As opposed to

tribal political space. Open soft space as opposed to closed hard space.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

The term might be wrong here but it was the closest I could think of for the point.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Valerie Sep 24

Your articles are always excellent, including this one. First time I’ve heard about the similarity to altitude

sickness and can’t wait to read up some more on the topic.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Thank you. Those were most of my thoughts on the topic.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Valerie Sep 24

You linked to a couple of other articles that I’m going to read... ran out of time before church so I

saved them.

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

https://freedivecafe.com/2022/02/19/127-florian-dagoury-mr-10-minutes/

That one too.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

If you search there are a few others too, I just didn't want to put too many links in.
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Letsrock Sep 24

Actually Fauci and billy boy gates gave us AIDS

LIKED (1) REPLY SHARE

Bredfan Writes ToBeRight! Sep 24

Doc - have you experimented with pulsed electro magnetic field therapies for micro circulation disorders?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

Yes but I stopped using them after I realized they had a real risk of causing cancer.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Bredfan Writes ToBeRight! Sep 24

I had not heard that before - any resource off hand you can point me to?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Meemanator Sep 24

I do so appreciate your willingness to speak out. This war is not a new situation, for sure, it is, in fact, quite

ancient. I've often tried to analyze it down to the cell level and all I can conclude is that human nature is a

toddler that cannot mature in the flesh. Maturity is only reached in the spirit. Humans need something to

believe in as a collective and any belief, even agnosticism, is a type of religion. There were several among

our tribe of family and friends who were determined that the CDC and FDA were the ultimate authorities

and that we should listen and obey. Those of us who are free thinkers simply nodded and rather than

argue, we made our own best choice to the complete frustration of our 'betters'. I have noticed within our

tribe that those who pushed the vaccine have gone silent on the topic. I hold out hope that is a good sign. I

fall back on the old adage it is easier to fool someone than to get him to admit he was fooled. I am not

grudge bearing and I don't have to be right - I just like to see good results.

One thing I have never understood is why Big Pharma is allowed to advertise to the public and even

sponsor programs when the end user can only buy the product via a prescription. I conclude this is what

has turned physicians into pharma reps.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

I think a lot of problems in this world boil down to people being mentally lazy.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

adventure_mates@yahoo.com Sep 24

A similar phenomenon happens with other pharma related injuries. Topical Steroid Withdrawal Syndrome

occurs when doctor prescribed topical steroids in an off label fashion. Or when they are used too long, over

multiple parts of the body, and the now "out of control eczema" is actual steroid induced eczema. There

are tens of thousands dealing with the resulting withdrawal symptoms that are disabling and debilitating

for at least a year. They are life threatening to infants. Child services is weaponized against parents wanting

their child healthy and thriving again. Doctors won't admit the steroids are the problem because to admit

that is to admit the doctor is a partial cause of the problem. We are gaslit not only by the doctors but also

friends family and Co workers because their doctors say if we just used steroids, we'd be all better. Sigh.

Luckily, we went through this horrific process with my son 10 years ago. Full healing took 6.5 years. He had

developed HPA azis suppression in addition to the skin thinning and half a dozen other side effects.

Dermatologists and allergist would never admit it though. The steroids shift the immune system into Th2

dominance. Many vaccines do this as well.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

At some point I want to go into this topic. There are a lot of bad drugs on the market so I've tried to

start with the ones that affect the greatest # of people.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

adventure_mates@yahoo.com Sep 24

I get it for sure. There are more affected than they know. Most don't know they shifted into

steroid induced eczema territory and could heal if they stopped. But stopping is brutal. BUT the

vaxxes are certainly the hottest topic atm and it IS important to get the adults and doctors to

understand what the kids and parents have been going through with this so that the mandates

for school and life stop (because my first child has a vax injury cause by his 4mo shots so I dealt

with the gaslighting there too). I so appreciate what you do. Thank you and God bless you.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Abuse Productions Sep 24

Maybe I'm the only one that finds fault when I read an article criticizing government propaganda, then the

author uses a film of government propaganda to bolster the point.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

I've labeled it as gov propaganda in the past when I cited it. The issue with writing these is that I can't

make them too long so I have to always paraphrase complex points.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Abuse Productions Sep 25

I'm not sure you got my point. Is the old propaganda good and new propaganda bad?

My contention is that the government has been lying to us for a very long time, including when

they made all those WWII and afterwards videos. Not just the recent lies. It is ALL lies.

When one realizes that, then they can fully understand the depth of what the truth actually is.
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zdb Sep 23

thank you again for this.

@amidwesterndoctor

please take a look at another idea that might blow away more consensus fraudulent science that has been

forced on us for decades.

@nutridetect has outstanding threads on twitter.

https://emilyantiqua.substack.com/p/how-i-got-here

Emily Antiqua also has some outstanding stacks already on topic.

thank you. please keep on learning and telling us what you find.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

I've looked into this for a while. There's a portion of people who seem to be hypersensitive to vit A, but

in general I find deficiencies of it cause way more issues.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

zdb Sep 24

the fraudulent science is in the definition. deficiency is defined with low blood level when blood

levels mean nothing. case studies of low vA patients in hospital have had 100k IU IV's

administered daily and then measured. Blood vA levels rose as expected and immediately went

to lower levels than before IV. This happened and happens repeatedly.

Liver is aggressively storing vA to get it out of the blood. If deficiency were hurting or killing

anyone, then Grant Genereux at ggenereux.blog would have gone blind 8.5 years ago and died 8

years ago. Please do keep looking into it.

The original rodent studies that deficiency is based on were rodents poisoned with forms of

retinol not yet measured in their feed. They thought they were feeding whey protein that they

had cooked the vA out of and instead they cooked it into a more potent form and poisoned the

rats.

That is why the consensus science has the deficiency symptoms as identical to the toxicity

symptoms. The only meaningful measure of the body's vA levels is a liver biopsy. Few people get

that as it is painful and dangerous. One study of random cadavers biopsied livers and found fully

one third of sample at vA toxic levels.

These are Grant's PDF books and free. He is an engineer who was dying and sorted out and

experimented with low vA diet to excellent effect. His experiment is 9 years old now and he is

still improving.
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Please do keep looking at it. Grant and Garrett Smith both have excellent interviews on youtube

with Judy Cho as well. Nutrition with Judy.

Thank you. Please keep on.
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SP2022 Sep 23

Little is much when God is in it

In the harvest field now ripened

There’s a work for all to do;

Hark! the voice of God is calling

To the harvest calling you.

Refrain:

Little is much when God is in it,

Labor not for wealth or fame;

There’s a crown, and you can win it,

If you go in Jesus’ name.

2 Does the place you’re called to labor

Seem too small and little known?

It is great if God is in it,

And He’ll not forget His own. [Refrain]

3 When the conflict here is ended

And our race on earth is run,

He will say, if we are faithful,

"Welcome home, My child, well done!" [Refrain]

May God continue to bless and strengthen you as you labor
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Ross Faris Sep 23

Dear Doctor; I am a reader of your columns regularly. Your information is measured and objective (and

appreciated). However, I have a quarrel with a passage from your 9/23 piece:

“power like many other things becomes an addiction where they crave more and more and more of it—yet

no matter how much they get, they always need more. This is why we now have many people who have

more money than they can ever possibly spend in a lifetime, but nonetheless, they voraciously try to

gobble everything else up regardless of how much it hurts the world around them.”

You did not make any attempt to differentiate between the entrepreneur/innovator who succeeds in the

free market, desiring no more power than regular people and the grifter/crony manipulator in bed with

government bureaucrats and rigging the system.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

thank you for the feedback!
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TnDoc Sep 23

MwD... Excellent post, as always. Thought I am sympathetic and empathetic to medical professionals who

went along with this vast crime against Humankind, their continued complicity abd collusion with the

Ruling Psychopathy cannot be forgiven and should never be forgotten. These are not times for cowardice

and hiding in the shadows.

https://youtu.be/mxw4O4jJSzw

"...I know why you did it. I know you were afraid. Who wouldn’t be? War, terror, disease. There were a

myriad of problems which conspired to corrupt your reason and rob you of your common sense. Fear got

the best of you, and in your panic you turned to the now high chancellor, Adam Sutler. He promised you

order, he promised you peace, and all he demanded in return was your silent, obedient consent. Last night,

I sought to end that silence. Last night, I destroyed the Old Bailey, to remind this country of what it has

forgotten. More than four hundred years ago, a great citizen wished to embed the 5th of November forever

in our memory. His hope was to remind the world that fairness, justice, and freedom are more than words –

they are perspectives. So if you’ve seen nothing, if the crimes of this government remain unknown to you,

then I would suggest you allow the 5th of November to pass unmarked."
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 23 Author

https://www.midwesterndoctor.com/p/i-would-like-to-take-this-day-to
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TnDoc Sep 23

Yes. Excellent choices all...
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SaHiB Sep 23

How did it happen? Widespread, willful disregard of Exodus 23:2.

Thou shalt not follow a multitude to do evil

Maimonides' majority be damned!
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Cassandra's Box Writes Cassandra's Box Sep 23

I have experienced medical gaslighting when it comes to ssri withdrawal. Doctors telling me side effects

should only last a few weeks. Someone mentioned to me a while ago that you might know about getting

off them. Need some help

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

That's a major problem with them I tried to repeatedly emphasize in the SSRI article. They normally

interpret those withdrawals as meaning individuals need more of the SSRI not less.
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JustANobody Sep 23

The Faers info has NOT been updated sice 2017 it says on bottom left of first page. I was just re reading

your statin article( comparing to the C vaccines). Did I mis something?
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 24 Author

I am not sure. I am not as familiar with FAERS as VAERS.
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Maury Miloff Sep 23

Thanks. You refer to statins. Can you point me in the direction of useful information on them, thanks.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 23 Author

https://www.midwesterndoctor.com/p/what-can-statins-teach-us-about-the
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Freedomisnotfree Sep 23

Mediterranean Diet. Pure( real ) virgin olive oil and cut out starches and most carbs. These last two

things are what cause the high cholesterol. Not the good fats.

Try this strictly for 3 months then check back.
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Jerms 9654 Sep 23

Hi Doc, I really admire you and the way you look at evidence and come to careful conclusions. Would love

to know your thoughts on 9/11. Do you think it was a false flag?

Sorry im so off topic but would love to know your thoughts.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 23 Author

I have not discussed that topic because I feel it is a bit outside the scope of this Substack and what

people come here to read.
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Joe_H Writes Joe_H’s Newsletter Sep 23

I'd recommend Graeme McQueen's Peace, War & 9/11 which was recently released. A well-

researched and thoughtful piece on 911 and getting to the truth of that event.

https://rumble.com/v3fi13v-redacted-presents-peace-war-and-911.html
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Mark Much Sep 23

9/11 , the Gulf of Tonkin incident , the assassinations of JFK and Oswald and RFK, the shooting

of Reagan, Waco, Ruby ridge, Saddam's so called weapons of mass destruction, the flu vaccine

of 2009, the overthrow of the Ukraine government in 2014, Russiagate, the 51 intelligence

officers' claiming the Hunter Biden's laptop was Russian disinformation, and everything the

government has told us about covid's origen and solutions as well as the war in Ukraine and

Biden's bombing of the Nord Stream pipeline are all good examples of why we should not

believe anything the government tells us. Psychopaths are running our country. Ike warned us

back in 1960 before he left office. And that is in the scope of this Substack. Keep up the good

work.
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Mark Much Sep 23

And I forgot the lies about Jan.6
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shiyen Sep 23

Holocaust is the most obvious lie.
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shiyen Sep 23

Jerms: 9/11 was *obviously* a false flag. Consider: A bunch of Saudis attack America, and we

invade... Afghanistan?

The powers that be are literally just mocking us.

ShiYen
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Jerms 9654 Sep 24

I know. Was just curious to see if the good doctor agrees. I hold him/her in very high regard.
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